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ABSTRACT
This paper ib prese1 aed in 'three sert.Fart One
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available information with respect' to this area of action,. and
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identifies major shortcomings of.a.esent approicShe..Part Two is
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in the increasingly important areas 4f (A) Consumer Services and (B)

.Leqal Services..Part Three sets forth and discusses ten issues- w4.ich
focus,discussion on the formulation of recommendations looking toward
the developmentof,national policies aimed at prpviding adequate and

, relevant serviceb for, the older pppulation"(Author/LAA)
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FOREWORD . rt
. i 4

,? This paper-on Facilities,.Programs, p nd Services with special sections .

on Consumer Services and Legal Services provides information for the use of
leaders concerned with the development of proposals and recommendations
far /national pftilicy. consideration and of delegates to the National White .

liouse -Confelience on Agin6 to be held in Washington, D.C.,,in NO'vember- t
December 3971. 4 .

. ...

-- .--ThEpaKer is presented in kee pacts. Part One considers the nature '
Of the need for facilities, programs; and services for older people, sets forth

; long-range goals, reviews available informations with respeCt to this area of
action, and identifies major shortcomings of- present approaches. This part `4
was written by Robert Morris, D.S.W., Professor of Social Planning, the-

. Florence Heller School for Advanced Studies in Social Welfare, Brandeis J,.
. .1.Thiv,ersity. 4 . .

Part i'livo is devoted to. consideration_ of needs, goals, current
knowledge, and naps in the increasingly. important areas of (A) Consumer
Services and (II) Legal Services. Part Two was prepared- by Ruth Lauder,
long-time. Information Specialist in the field of health and welfare,' from
materials provided by the Technical Consultants. °r ,

In "Part Three of the paper ten issues.are set forth and discussed from

L. different.. points of view.- The issues were formulated by the Technical
--- , Committee on Facilities, P1ogranis, and Services for the consideration of

,----- . s

...1 ' participants in White Conferences-On Aging at all levels. The purpose- .

of the issues is to focus discussion on the formilation,Of,recommendations -

looking toward the development di national policies aimed at providing 4,'

adequate and relevant services for the older population. the ,proposals and !

, a recommerldations developed in, Community ;and State Whi-te.Hodse Confer-
ences and by National Organizations will provide.the grist for the use of the
delegates to the National Conference in their effort taformulate a National
Policy for Aging-. a,

A .
. . .

Arthur S. Flemming .
am, ,

Chairman, National Advisory Committee
IP for the 1971 White-House Conference

on Aging

4.
,john Q.. Maftin

. Special Assistant to the President
for the Aging and Director of the
1971 White House Conference on Aging
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, TART ONE; fACIEMES,.pROSGRAMS,\AND SERVICES.

4. J. INTRODUCTION-THE NEED
.: . ."

*
. . ;a' 7. ,, *, . . .

Facilities, programs, and services constitute-the machinery whereby public policies and
social plans are deve1,9ped and realized: Other °background papers for this White House
Conference deal with at specific needs' tif \ the elderly anci4constitute the four general
objectiies of this conference concerning human needs of the aging: gainful employment,'

: income, housing, and satisfaction in the later years of life..
. -.* The Conference itself will ascertain what the policy goals for. Amerita should be in

each area: Is employment to,be an optional chdice for those seekiiig. to Work, or is the aim, to
be'employment fortall who are nothandicappedregardless of age? At what level.shall minimum ..,

retiremerait incbmes be set, and, shall these minima be reached by public, spicial purpose, or
general purpose taxation? Is it the gOal of housing to provide independent housing for a11*
elderly, and by what financial and Construction means? I-tow far should services beextended ,p

1
.

inhelp persons continue to live n theiroWn. homes, despitetillnessand enfeeblemeht? .,

The Policy Statemen of the 1961 White House Conference Act, repeated inihe 1071
Act, sets forth these general o jeciives: , .- a .\ , ,

..

, . 4.
(1); "tsuring ma dleaged and oSer 'persons..equal opArtunitylwith others to
engage in gainful- employment which they are capable of performing, 'thereby
gaining for our economy the berlefits of their skills, experience, and .produCtive
capacities.

.+

(2). Enabling retired persons to enjoy incomes sufficient for health' and 'for
participation in faMily andcammunity life as self-respecting citizens. .

(3) Providihg housing kilted to 41-,ie needs ofolderpers'ons and at frices they can
afford:lb pay. . .,

. . b.. ..
(4) Assisting middle-aged and older persons to make the preparation, develop_
skills and interests,' and find social contacts-which will make the gift of added
years of life a period of reward andsatisfaction and will avoid unnecessary social

_. . .costs of premature deterioration and disability, .0... i .. I$ . . . $ .
(5) Steppingiup retearch designed to relieve old age of its burdens of sickness, % .
mental hreakddyn; and social ostracism: . . ,a.. a 0 . t

These obje6tives constitute the brsic benchmarks against which the' facilities, programs,
and services developed since 1961 can be'evaluated. When needs have been identified and' when
goals for policy have been expressed then" facilities, progr'ams,. and services. become the

, 'operating extension of the decision to meet certain needs. These -facilities, protyand
.-services constitute the",how" for a%.:hieving the "what" which has been:decided upon y are

,the machinery whereby social programs and social policiesere carried.out.
. . , .

- -
1 e

. ,
, Health. InCome. Noosing, Employment ansi Retirement Eduation, Transportation Nutrition Retirement. fides

and Actiyities, and Spiritual Needs. . /
4 ..a

ry

1
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Facilities are ,those physical ,properties Nvilraff are, required for ;specified purposes '.: .. , '
(ho-7,0s,' community, centers, nursing hbmes,.etc.r. Programs are those arrangement's.of nersonso ,11 .

. . ..,,;
4, " and :...4iployekt necessary to perform .certain functions, either in specialliurpo'see,physi*

t , ;facilities zoe,elsewtiere;'programs deal largely with issues of manpower allocation and trairiingA , 1 z.',

..e-4Sevics are the end prothicts whic,h. 'are delivered to consumers through facilities and
-

4 programs. r , ,
. , -

% , Adequate ,understanding about the relatismship between programs and services-and -

public policvtif often lirrgted by two, deficiencies. Sogial goals' or policies are frequently'

r . , ep 'tici;;:tedin broad and sweeping terms abb'ut a desirable state of affairs', without attention t'o. .
ti. requisite machinery necessary. W produce this desired state. Conversely, those concerned '

" ...4 th facilities and services are frequently. predccuPied 'with securing suppoft' for specific .

. activities but fail to make clear the social ends or purposes which such activiW is intendlo -,
It , achieve. Especially troublesome is ,the tendency to lose sight of client-consu*r wants in:their

, " most b4 form while
or

to secure financial support for specific. needs identified as,
important by legislative or professional opinion. 'ITN. .

4,
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° II. LONG -RANGE GOALS
, .,

4
:15

e

'The facilities, programs, and services are 'a vital lin 'the ,chain which connee'- ..n
i

undesirable present state of affair's with animpraved and publi ly desired state of affairs kJ- the
futu?e. In this sense, it is poisible to ?consider what' goals are neceisary to- gbide the
development of the facilities, 'Programs,,,and services. in, order to achieve larger pLibi.-

"1 purposes. Public policies, to be effective, recluire either a mechanism to deliver *specitiled
i services to users or a mechanism with which to reallocpte funds :1. resources among a

.. . . -

For example, the Social Securiti Act of a general goal or providing,
, ! constituency population. . ' 4
,I ;

.

, I economic security forAtired, persons\A mechanism was established ti assure this end which
consisted of steps to accumulate resources from employeei and employers (and also' added
later .sgrne,amount" from general tax revenues). A mechIPIrsm for redistributing income 'to
persons if) retirement through offices, administrative regulations, an, the like was'establisfied
as well. \

The Congreis has also enunciated general goals for enriching or.erthanci g the later
years of existence through the language of the Olaer Americans Act andauthoriz Lion for the
Wh' e House Conference on,-,ng. Theseigodis can be`pirgphrased.as: to assist Imiddle -aged

an older persnns to make e preparation(devel0 skills and interest° and find social contacts
which will make' the gift o added yars/Of life appear to be a reward and satisfaction. The first
definition%of the social goa qn retirement concerns enrichment of the later yeirs: the transition
from work to retirement and the.opportklity to live a nstructilie and rewarding life, in
retirement. In order to achieve such goats, certai nery actions have been taken. The
Administration on Aging, in collaboration .with local public authorities and voluntary
organiiNtions, has established community centers and has contributed to-staff salaries for These,
'centers so as to provide a variety of Jecreation and other leisure -'time activities. The

' Administration has 'also contracted with other° Federal agencies to provide funds, kir the
employment of older persons in their local .programi,:in order that older persons cac
participate in the delivery.-of local ,services. Ithas also encouraged the restructuring of 'adult
education programs in order to broaderk the conception of preparation for retirement. These'
efforts supplement the major. activities ,of 'Other public and volundry l'ai,encies which
directedto,similar ends.

Cefteln guidelines become esOecially important for the development 'facilities,
programs, and services in view. of this, le ger context:\These* guidelines can be treated
independently of the underlying- social pur oses which such mechanisms are designeeto
achieve. For example:#

'aaaa.aaa.aa,a-

- (1) Facilities and services should be accessible to consumers by, physical location.
- in centers of population or, if not possible, then made accessible 'to users by the 7

provision of transportatiori facilities which link the residence of coris,Urners with
the' program.

.

(2) Programs and services shetuld be readily available. Administrative regulations
and, procedures, hours of opening and closing, and staffcbehavior in' confronting

.- the consuming populaiion should b.e 'organized and directed so that feelly
'authorized services pnCIProgramsare in Pact easy to use by those intended.

: ,

11.
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. (3) Programs and services should be responsive to, user needs and wishes.
. proper. and flexi6Te balance . needs to be' struck between the perceptions 6f ',

profesiional expert': concerning consumer needs and the perceptions of consumer's
about their own needs. . , :. ,

, ,..

. (4) Resources'in the form of Manpower and budget must bear some effective
relationship to the scope of "a public goal forlvhich the program's bre intended.

' :. v

Once the substance Of a program has been` identified, then ,the machinery criteria can
be treqted as: accessIbility, availability, responsivenass,,and resourp.adequacy. ...

. 1 The summary analysis which follows 'concen't'rates upon the present state, of the
organilational machinery created to satisfy certain subsvntive 4*ds of.the elderly:

. 4. ...4
i .
1

.

. , (1) Health facilities, prOgrams, and servrices including .t,thsise for physical nd
mental health, nutrition, and extended personal pard..',.,:,

4._

(2) Arrangements for living, including housing, of 4ervices delivered to $.he
individual's-home, and protected.caie,--/ -

.;
(3) Opportunity "to fill. sati§fyins,' ih7.socretyincluding emplOyment,
retirement provision, and opporturiitY tooiforip satisfying:community fun&

. ation§i

(4) Indome provision.

,

4

4)
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III. KNOWLEDGE AVAILABLE

A. CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS

awe

,tt

Certain professional ._categories of staff have proven necessary for the effective
functionin of many),,dffferent/programs. Of these, attorneys, physicians, nurses, the ,clergy,
and teachers ith p -other background papers.2 The social services staff requires some,
additional attention. /

fr,r, --firgiTabirsicyalion of planning -for the elderly, the term "social services" presents
fl It certain complications. For some, such services represent an independent human need and thus

warrant cOnsider)aon on an equal -footing with other needs identified fo'r:ithe Conference (such
-nasutrition and health). For others, tip term refers primarily to a staff function comparable to

that performed by doctofs, nurses, and teachers, and thus should be considered in relation to
the end- pip'pose of a program. Since the Conference has not identified social services as a need
on the same level as 1,,,trition, health, housing, this paper uses the term in its staff and
professional sense.

The social services consist of two main categories of staff effort:

\ (1) A counseling function necessary to assist troubled or confused individuals,to
',work out appropriate courses of action based upon. their own efforts. In this
Sense, the counseling function is supported and aimed at assisting .individuals 'to.
resolve their own personal needs. This function is shared by social workers with
psychologists, psychiatrists, vocational counselors, and the like.

(2) In another sense, the social services involve a varietyl.of functions necessary
for the appropriate delivery and consurnption of other services, such as health and
housing. .In this sense; social workers are a necessary part of the personnel
complement of any basic needs- meeting program to assure that the human and
social edithensiofis of the need- are appropriately met by each program. The
complex variety-of specialized programs requires a method whereby each program
is linked to all the rest. Social workers frequently fulfill this function by serving as

the outreach arm of a host agency (a hospital, housing authority, relief agency).
They identify agency clientele needs, locate other community resources, and try
to bring client and resource together by referral, pqrsuasion, and other Unkind
methods.

Another example i's tpe extent to which delk;erY of medical or nursing
services, depends upon an /Understanding of family conditions, psychological
reactions, personal behaviors, and cUltural determinants. The way in which health
services -are used and sought by consumers is influenced by such nonmedical
factors. Attention to these elements is frequently assigned to social workers and
becomes the social service Component of medical care.

Similarly, low-income housing programs require more than the simple
selection of tenants and the . collection of rents. Differences in cultural

2
See the Background Papers on "Physical and Mental Health,Sn "Education," on "Legal Services," and on

"Spiritual Well-Being," 1971 White House Conference on Aging.

5
*



background, education, and economic status govern the housing requirements of
varying populations, and these affect the way in which the subpopulationsutilize
housing. I nterfamilial difficulties, - economic stress and insecurity, unexpected
health hazards, and problems in relationships between children and parents arise
fikequently.

Where housing is provided under public auspices, the impact,of these concerns cannot

be wholly ignored by housing management. Attention to these social phenomena is frequently
the responsibility of the social workers employed in housing programs.

The provision of income upplernehts or .the introduction. of employment training
opportunities are both influenced by variations in the requirements which families present.
Incentives, to ,utilize employment retraining depend, not only upon' economic incentive, but
also upon psychological attitude and the relationships between members of the family,
neighbors, anct frieritls. These behavioral and socialand psychological considerations iri training
programs become a responsibility of a social worker or a similarly trained counselor. tr,

Taken in this fatter sense, the social services may be said to be essential for the
operation of many facilities, for the development of many programs, a* for the elivery of
may servicesnecessary, that is, if human difference;, social relationships, and cu ural differ-
ences are accepted as important determitlants in human adjustment. Thq"social s rvices"thus
are not an umbrella term covering all of health, education, and welfare, but are essential to, all
delivery componentscomparable to theziphysician and the nurse in the deliiiery of -health
services, or to the teacher and trainer in the delivery of educational services.

This is the -sense in which this paper views social services, and explains why they have
not been defined as an independent "service." Rather, they are vital elements in all services, for

the aged.
It Is possible that the- -term could be given stil_anothermeaning7one covering all

actions necessayy to provide substitute social care r persons, regardless of age, who cannot be
wholly self-rpliant because of physical, mental or emotional conditi6n. Such a definition
would cover a wide range of services to assure ommunity and nonhospital. living. It could
include the management of:- home help programs, housing supplements, half-way hoyses, day

centers, training centers, residential institutions, and the like. The beneficiaries would be: the
handicapped, aged, mentally handicapped, mentally confused, addicted, and children without
families. Such a definition his not yet emerged.in the United States, although on strand of

,practice hasbegun to take on this coloration in England:

B. CURRENT SERVICE PROVISION

1. Income3

The aged as a group havg low incomes. One-third have incomes which place them
below the poverty level, and their average income is less than half that of yoynger persons. The
aged over 75 years have incomes only two-thirds that of all aged persons.

To meet this situation, the Federal OASDHI Program has regularly increased its

benefits by Iggislative act and as a result of increases in earnings of workers. However, these
hicrtitises have not dvercome the income deficiency with which most retired persons must live.
No 'provision is currently made for automatic benefit adjustments to meet increases in the
general price level. In 1968, the average monthly benefit paid a retired worker and hiswife was
$166.30. For all workers receiving awards in 1968, 65 percent received benefit awards under
$100 a month, and only 7 percent received $150 a month or more; 45 percent of male workers
received $100.a month, and 16 percent received $150 or more.

The monthly average income of two million, Old Age Assistance recipients from all

f3See Background Paper on "Income," 1971 While House Conference on Agt or 9.Iditional information.
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sources was $90 a . month in 1965, about two-thirds of this amount corn% from public
assistance funds. This average conceals grosi':vriations in income in the various states: it ranges
from a low of $40, -a month in West Virginia-to a. high of $145 in California. Eighteen percent
of Old Age Assistance recipients have a monthly gap between the "emergency 16els.of need,"
sef by State welfare programs, and !their total, income korn all sources. This ap is explained by
various public assistance poligjes: deiay.in adju.stingIvelfare paymdnts to the upward rise in
prices, rent and utility allowances at less than actual cost, imposition of a bitrary ceilings on
welfare payments below oudget requirements, and 'other devices to reduce the

,-
level of State

and local welfare payments. ; , t
On an average basis, all: aged recipients of Old Age Assistance have less .total income .

than their mitimum emergency requirements for ren't, food, fuel, and

2. Health .

popu
for tr
citiz

ph

4 I,

Health goals for the elderly do nnt-dif r significantly fro
ation. They call. for prevention of disabijity ail illness where possi
atment and rehabilitation,,unimFdeCI by econom barriers; the

n's natuEal environment; the provision of hig q ity exten
ng or home care where necessary; assurance of an a

al status or income.
Mechanisms for' such broad goals are either:

- 41

4 J.
%

goals
49

of any age
le; accesno services
ivery of care in each

d care through skilled,
diet for -all, regardless of

# ,

(1) the *vision of spegialized health, programs and,,acti iti4 directed solely to
'the elderly7or 7

.(2) special steps to assure that general .p_urpose -health services give full and
adequate attention to the need of the elderly in liteimOrison with the needs of
children and of other adults.

$

difficult
.

The prevention of Hinds spelific,ally among the elderlOss, difficult to provid , ainh)
.. .

, because the major health,,hazards among the elderly have-their likely causal,origin very early in
a the` ndividual's life history so' that primaryiptelientive intervention cannot begin in old age. It

is also true that causal explanations are glen las,;king for many long term' illnesses which, beset

e
the elderly so that preventive intervention cannot be planned accurately in earlieplife. i

. oln- light of those obstacles, the majot preventive.health measures in olt1 age are the
proyiiipn Of adequate incdrne to assure adequate nutrition and access to regular medical
examination. The general mechanism :for income provision has been discussed. It falls far short

' bf the goals set, pritnarily in the inadequacy of resources provided.
k f .

Programs to counter this deficiency. in income provision and to assure acces by the
itelderly t physicians have been greatly enlarged through Medicate and. Medical . These .

programs are also imperfect at a ntimber of definable points: Payments for medical cane for the
aged from, all public programs rose from $5,647,000,000 in 1967 to $9,726,000,00Q in 1969..
More than 50 percent of All public payments were made on behalf of the eldeq But 65
percent,20f the increased cost for physician services is accounted for by increases in die price of
physicj6'n services, while only 11 percent reflects an increase in the size of the United States
population. Therefore, only about 25 Rercent of the increased payment for physicifini may be
attributed to increased utilization of physic* services.

0

The present asprog, , has not increased the volume nearly
..

ram therefore. f servi
much as.the expenditure *rate leads one to believe. The public program expenditure pattern is
also heavily,weighted in thedir'ectiori of institutional Care as againtthealth care in( the patient's

.home. If physician payMents are excluded per -capita.expenditures for hospital and
nurzing norpe care increased 250 percent b ween 1966 and 1969 while per capita

_--

expendittirbs of other health services for the a onto/ 40 percent. ,)
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Per capita hAspital care expenditures for the aged were four times those, for the aged
under'65, and p& ,eapita physician expenditures fOr the elderly were orlly tice.that'thr the
younger' group. . . I '. 1

The medical assistance program of public assistance payt80 percent/of all vendor
, payments on behalf' of th\aged to nursing homes and hospitals and 'almost 160 perCent of

.
professional health services outside of.an institutiOn (an additional 10 petCent is paid for drugs,

etc.). .
, ,

. .
,

Othertrodramma4 defects can be noted: ,

,

t I ,

(1) Limitations on Medicare and Mddicaid payments dn'd on eligibility have borne
little relationship.to. health: needs. Airery confosedosituayon has resulted. which
re,guires a topheavy administrative staff to control and direct .payments. There
exists no reasonable ,relation2hip ,petWeen Medicare entitlement, eligibility for
Medicaid or for other,public assistance lor health services, private supplemental
insurance coverage, and other public medical servic'esthi-otigh hospital clinics or
community .health centers. These progrims do rip directly isuPplementynor do

2) they complement each other. Medical care may be started and terminated or,
shifted without any necessary relationship to an individuall basic health

, requirehients. Twenty -five 'percent of nursing home patients,'.according to one .

survey, exhausted their benefits ,be.fore their medical condititOmpeoved
sufficiently for them tolseturn to their own homes.

4
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(2) Mental health needs of. the aged are seriously neglected due partly to
. ,

shortages in Mental health,persannel and partly to inadequate resource provisions:
Treatment at home is seriously underprovided while institutional facilities are
overprovided. Within, the proxiision for institutions, there has been a growing
tendencyto shift the burden 'of care th'proprietary nursing homes, with little or
no. psychiatric services or psychiatric supephsion; and to reduce the role 'cif
psychiatric hospitals in treating the aged. - ..

In. 1967, the -aged constituted only 9.5 percent of the' population, but
they represented 30 percent of the patients in mental hospitals: Fifty;fite percent
of .all patients in nursing homes (predominantly proprietary) are estimated to
suffer from some rhental impairment. In community mental centers, only 3
percent of patients receiving outpatient care are. over 65?'while' 7.5 per; nt of
thote .receiving twenty-four-hour care in' On institution'operated by the center ore
over 65: .

0

V

(3) At a subjective level, physicians ale widely believed to treat the health
complaints of the elderly. in 6_ perfunctory fashion,' influenced by a conviction
that very little can ee done for them,'No effective means for counteracting this
situation, if it exists, has been initiated.

(4) The aged in rural areas and the aged of racial 'minorities in cities are
underserved and do not have health services readily available except through large,
often distant, outpatient clinics' of hospitals. For them, the defects noted above
are accentuated by the general inadequacy in health services provision for
minorities andfor rural dwellers.

.

Special hospital prevision for the elderly has not develope(substantially, since prime
reliance has been placed on general hospitals serving all age categories. The introduction of
Medicare has removed financial barriers, but has. in turn introduced a strain one,the use of
availQble hospital facilities. This pressure existed before the enactment of Medicare; since the
elderly constituted 15 percent of current hospital admissions and formerly used 25 bercent of

8,
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tall hospital days' care: The projected T

.

rease in utilization was expected to be only five
'percent in the total ofhospital days' cere ovided. . .

' The nide significant difficulty, lies in t lack of relationshi between prehospital,
hospital, and posthospital care, as it is now me to by` a personal physician's interest., If an
aged patient has a physician, there is ono program which continuously links these phases of
Medical care. Ambulatory health servicestnaintained by hospitals are hampered by personnel'
uncertainties due in large part to the traditional autonomy .of physicians inrelation'to the"
hospitals where .the? dractice. The smallfinciful of experimental geriatric services in general
hospitals has not yet led to any extensive special provision for the. elderly:

\,
it Hospitals have not been able ,as yet to develop profeisional and administrative means

for closing the-nap between hospital and nursing home (or.dtended care facility).,Utilization,
\

\
review committee; are based on reducing the use of hospital beds arid are governed by .

\ . physiciansmith a primary need for thOse beds. The process is not linked to the development of
, out-of-hOspital services, adequate for the needs of patients to bedis haiged earlier than usual.

\ Extended care facilities and skilled nursing homes now pr vide almost one million
\ beds, increasing by 300 beds- a day dufing the past, two years-. T islicrease has been due

. ,. . r
primarily to' the proliferation of proprietary and commen7lal facilities. The functions .
perfOrmed by these facilities have been subject to enormous pressure, for .change in recent

\ years. As hospital costs have risen, an' the pressure for mdre careful use of hospitals has
\ increased, alternate facilities have een sought for the early discharge of hospital patients.-This

development' has led to a demand' hat thee standards of carin intermediate fatilities be raised,
which in- turn has increased 'both he costand the complexity of staffing such facilities: Public
financing-has grqwh but still lags ehind.these pressures. , 1--r

.One-sixth of all public ayments for medical care for the aged are paid' to nursing
homes and extended care fa ides; 76 percent of such care is financed by public payments:
Despite this increase, many tact institutions provide thg barest.minimum of custodial care..

-,. Many have only\ a licensed practical nurse in chai-ge of 200 or 300 patients, during the
afternoon and night hours. In 1968, there was b shortage of 25,000 workers for hese homes;
80 percent of then listed vacancies were unfilled for over.one month. Turnover staff is twice
as.high as that in anufacturing industries.

Meanwhile, \a survey of 400 FHA - financed nursing homes reveals that the ratio of staff
.4 to patients has continued to rise and now averages(9 staff for each 10 patients: Rising State
and Federal standards for licensing are expecteddto increase the pressure in this direction
deipite the ofeeady serious staff shortages...But in spite of this increasingly favorable ratio,
relatively fekv nursing homes prmilde physical or occupational, therapy, rehabilitation, social ez1

services, or diversional activities of any kind. Improvement in standards of care is hampered by
lack of suitable manpower levels and by the sharply rising costs of manpower. Minimal
and subminimal standards are the rule rather than the exception.

No standard exists governing the optimum use of nursing homes. But the strain under
which hospitals have bun operating has led Ito a heavy dependence upon nursing homes as the
next stage of posthospital care: This dependence has been accehtuated by afailure to develop
care services for delivery to the aged in theiriown homes. ,

Community care programs are intended to make it possible for the elderly to remain in
their own homes despite illness and disability which does not require hospital care, Such
.prograiris arealso,intended to reduce excessive reliance upon institutional tare. These prdgrams
have suffered by tompariscn with the,growth of,and expenditure far, hospitals- and nursing
homes.

It is estimated that there are only12500 home health programs in the United States.
Their service volumb has increased only sightly 'kith the advent of Medicare and Medicaid.
Only one-third offer any service beyond hOme nursing, and most of this nursing is short term
and intermittent. In 'general, there exists; no community-wide comprehensive program for
home health assistalice to the elderly. Home help other than nursing has riot expanded
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significantly, although home nursing services have allocated the resourceslo assure more care

of the elderly. I
.,I

The Medicate program expenditures have favored institutional and 'private physiCian

`services, partly because of the program focus and partly because of the higher costs of hoipital
care. Although the number of bills paid for home Faith services increased markedly between
1967 and 1969, the proportion of Medicare payments for such services remains insignifi-
dant-1.2 percent of payment504nder The supplementary insurance feature and only 0.5, of all

Medicare payments. \ `.. . A

Old .Age Assistance is equally. unbalanced_ in its medical care provisia. In 1969, 69
percent of all vendor payments for, medical care went-to nursing homeland only 1.3 percent
for all other forms of noninstitutional health service. Physicians' fees accounted for 4.percent,

and drugs 15 Percent. . .f

3. Nutrition
1 \

Good nutrition 'for health is primarilya matter of income sufficient to assurea basic
minimum food supply, althotigh nutritional education is also useful. Two major supplementary
prOgrams have been introduced in recent,yeal-s. One includes the various programs,for the

delivery .of hot meals td the elderly ,at home. These, however, have remained at a\purel
'demonstration and experimental level despite efforts 'of the Administratioft on Agihg to
increase furl& far this purpate. There are only 23 such programS funded by tile AoA, serifing
18,000 hot meals each week. None of them provides more. than one meal a day for a part of

( the week. These numbers must be seen against the two million elderly who are eligible for ..
public assistance, but who are not-receiving it.

Food stamp and surplus food programs as well are available for persoti of law income.

But their use by the aged is limited because travel.to a centralresmirce is Tequired:.Travel is
diffIcillt for the-elderly, many of whom-add physical enfeebJement to theidimited incomes.

4. Living Arrangements4
6g

Major social prOvisions for the living deeds of the elderly, aside from income, are
\varied, Programs and services concerned with the normal living requirements of average older

persons are not:limited to hoysing alonie. Suitable Ih)ing arrangements for thd aged call for
ants,at a price within the means of the aged; access

to' sustain indepfndent home living' espite increasing
choice in ijousing to fit diverse personal
to services to maintain housing; servic
enfeeblement or intermittent illness; ady accesii0to friends, commercial and public
services, recreation, and the like. - .

,

While various services have developed to meet such needs, their volume is so limited
and distfibiltion is so uneven that the lacks are much greater than the achievements.s AbOut
72 percent of all men and 44 percent of women over 05 live ill family kituations of which they
-are the head; 14 percent of men and3tpercent at women live alone; and-3.5 percent of men
apd 4.5 percent of women live in institutions. But an tirnated 5d, percent of older:individuals
live ,in housing which is either dilapidated, too large-4,o. care for, or too expensive for their
income level. For two million aged relief recients (46 percent of whom have earned
retirement benefits which are too small to live on), 36'percent report some Major housing
deficiency: 16 percent have no inside' running water, and abOut one-fourth, Outside of the
South; Jack adequate winter heating. 0.

. .

) Between 1956 and 1169, 326,000 special housing units for hie aged were constructed

or restored udder public programs for approximately 408,000 persons. Low-rental public
housing supplied 234,000 of these units, yvhile the FHA direct loan program accounted for\

.a

4See also Background Paper on Housing, 1972 White House Conference'on Aging. -

sThe data which folldware from Brotman, moi Eppley, 1969; Social and Rehabilitation Services, 1967.
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46;000.' Measuring the adequacy of this public fa ty Ripply is difficult beciuse no policy hai
beep adopted choosing between construction o r pecialized housing for the elderly or
improvement of `the general low-cost housing market. The program for loW-income rent
supplements was desigried t .provide an alternative to public housing construction. But as of
1969- such supplements f the aged' were granted for onhf 2700 housing units and .were
planned for an additidnal 27 .

The widespread increase in rental cost and the failure of the commercial housing
construction market to meet the nee4pf low-income famili4 anywhere leads to the
conclusion that the elderly are in dbuble,jtidpardy, lacking both income and physical resources
for effectiVe competition in securing scarce low-incomehousing.

In place of the Construction of new housing, some attention has been given to
supplementary, home help programs to assist older persons to remain in their own holnes
despite changes: in income: and physical status. However, there has been no widespread
conviction that such supplenientary home help programs'are a significant paft.of modern social
'provision for the aged. Such provision as exists has not been articulated effectively with other
forms,of care so that little relationship can be identified between home help programs for-the
welL home health services for the sick, and care in'intermediate institutions such as nursing
homes. and homes for the aged.

About one-fourth of a)1 older persons (whether they live alone, with relatives, or with
Othersi are limited in their major activity: This totals between -four and five million older
persons. To imeet their needs, the. Administration on Aging supports 447 projects excluding
health serviceswhich reach' some 130,000 persons at_ most. Nearlythree-fourths of this total
represents friendly visiting and reassurance services; only 9500 perions receive concrete home

t-help services. A sample study of two million Old Age Assistance recipients (Gray, 1969) reveals
that, in 1965,. 85 percent received no services of any kindOther than a relief check. Four
percent, or.80,000 elderly, received some service to hilri them maintain their own homes.

Recipients of Old Age Assistance live' under twice the de- of having to go to an
,institutio.i rather than ,being their own homes.s.When compared with the average population
over 65 years of age, 8.7. percent of relief recipients live in institutions in comparison with a
national aged- average of 4.4 percent, although the 'propoftions of individuals in the two groups
with major disability do. not differ materially.

Nt 5.. Roles of the Aged)
I

1 r

0
It is customary ,to think .of recreational provision for the elderly or preparation for

retirement as a means with' which to fill a acuum that is opened up by retiremOt. It is more
useful to ask whit-shall be, the role of the el erly in society. This is an umbrella conceptwhich
covers: preparations for t 4 tirement, changes in midcareer opportunities, opportunity to make
contribution to the life of society through. ServicesAthe continuation of customary
employnient, the entry intonaw employment opportunities, as well as'the,elaboration of adult

_education antifecreational opportunities. 7 - . ,
,a-..... 4.

Until recently, most organized,ittentiori to this question has been given to the
development of leisure time opportunities. Senior centers, clubs, and senior activities have

. been widely promoted. Approximately. 1500 such °centers with a formal organizational
strqcture exist in the United States. Firm data are lacking abou the number of persons
utilizin' theSe 'centers, but a recent report (Anderson, 1969) indi ates that approximately
one-third of the potential membership which the centers are prepared to serve do, in faet. use

/\ such centers. However, their use can range from 'almost daily visits by some persons to a
\ once-a-year attendance at a mass 'Meeting. Such centers do seem to reach thelonelyespecially

well, perhaps 50 percent of the users being elderly perscort living alone. However, men,
members of minority groups, and the disabled are reached in only a small percentage of cases: .

'Recreational activities constitute the most extensive function of Such centers, althoLfgh
38 percent of them prdvide some combination of recreation, individual, and community

11
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services. The scope of such recreation programs may be inferred from the very modest
financial resources which the averageTenter,can mbbilife. Over 40 percent of all. the -centers

. reporting have total annual- budgetsof lesi than $15,000 per annum, and only 8 percent have

incomes over $50,000 per annum.
Aside from these senior centers, there are:no good data about t he use of general

purpose recreation facilities by the aged, although it can be assumed that more of-the elderly

use them than use facilities designed solely ,for the use of the aged. However, low income and

poor transportation constitute major obstacles. One -third of -the elderly poor and one-fifth of

the elderly near -poor alSo have serious transportation problems.. r

6. Transportation/

Efforts to,- overcome transportation Obstacles have keen miniscule, tentative, and
experimental. The most extensive involve reciticed fares on public transportation systems 'at

Off-peak hours'Since public transportation has not kept pace with either the spread of cities or

the increase in population, such prOgrams hardly touch the basic mobility requirements of an

older popUlation: Effort%by the Administration on Aging, to stimulate attention to this subject

have led to390 experiments/which reach some 75,000 person's. One well-publicized
experiment in Map succeeded in providing an averagaof six trips a year for 1600 perginto-

.
visit-health centers or welfare agencies, to shop, or to go on social outingsan average of once,

every two months. I

7. Employment -

k . # * :
The continuation in employment has been widely urged as a substitute for arbitrary

retirement at age' 65. However, labor force 'participation for the aged has fallen perceptibly,
from 63 percent for males in 1900 to 27 percent in 1966: Participation has been more stable

for women, being 8,3 percent in 1900 and 9,6 percent 1966, although this last represents a

decline -of over 10 percent in 1980. the declining trend has continued since the 1961 White
House Confiktce on, Aging, despite much urging to the contrary. . 7 b

. Virtual all studies indicate that continuation of employment is desired most by older

persons in two circumstances:
. . ,/

. . %

(1) Where the adult career has offered full freedom for a person's development as

in some of the professions or some of the self-employed.

(2) In those instances when income at retirement is sirtovsw that. continued

<, employment is'preferable to retirement on a reduced stanciardrofjiving
//

Whatever the sloire of older persons may be, the opportunities in the labor force for

continued employment Are uneven at best.6 Taken.overalli it is apparent that, while some

individuals may continue their employment until physically incapable of doing so, there are

relatively few opportunities for continued employment on the of -the low.income working

population. Routine jobs, which require minimum education, have declined.rapidly. The'aged

are at a disadvantage educationally: For example, 26 percent of the aged men have only a

primary school education, while 36 percent of those aged 25-64 have college education.
'Despite these factors, several service programs have sought to enhance employment

cpportuhity. A number of demonstration programs have sought to offset enforced retirement

by selective placement of older individuals in specially solicited positions. There are ority a

handful of such programs concentrating entirely on the employment of the elderly, or on their

retraining fqr new positions. TheAdniinistration on Aging funds 205 such projects which have

12

6See Background Papers on "Employment" and "P.etiremerft." 1971 White House Conference on Aging.
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reached and referred 15,0408 elderly, to pork. The vocational rehabilitation., services have .1

1

. concentrated most of their efforts on behalf of adytt workers -under theage of 651Of 24.1,000. , ,

handicapped workers, rehabilitated in 1969,_ only 25 ,percent were 45 years or older, the
overwhelining majority of these being under 55. The Office, of Edtication programs for-
manpower development are Pcesumably design6d ffor the entire population, hit only 10 .

. . percent of ell- their enrollment 'is for persons 45 yeir's of age cy older., The special programs of i

i . 8 .the department df Labor are similarly geared to middle-aged adults., .-_ ,

The , long tell) trend data of the social Security Administration indicale a drift f

8'
towards earlierretirement. "These data are einfQrcedby a recent study reported by /the

- 'University of Oregon, covering 73 corPotatio and 2000 earlY, retirees (Greene et al., 1969).
Wherever companies offered an early retire t option, 50 percent of the employees ch6se to
exercise this option. Of these, 86 percent were satisfied or would have retired even earlier if .

they had the opportunity again. The reasons for early retirement are obscured by the health
.

andincorne statkis of the persons retiring. . .
. - The limited development of special programs to assist' older persons to continue'

i,
employment may be a reflection of the many uncertainties surrounding the real opportunities,
but the wishes of the elderly clearly play a significant role. However, the routine of retirement
at a fixed age is still the situation confronting most employed workers, No general institutional
mechanism hai yet been developed to' Moderate.,the impact of .a routine retirement, as
comparedwith an inclividUally, tailored retirement plan. As a, result, experimental employment
effo(ts have been primarily concerned with helping individuals 'find substitio or postretire=
ment employment rather than' continue in their farniliar emplOymeni careers.

,. .

.....),
C"---'8. 'Preretirement'COunseling
A V

Preretirement, counseling-Mas been introduced in many industries but, in one study of
75 firms 60 percent of the darly retirees were not effectivply aWare that such programs were
availab:a' (Greene et al., ,1969). The existence of these procarns does not, on the average,
aifeet the worker's satisfaction or dissatisfaction with his retiremept, althouglyindividuaist may
benefit. To a 'large extent, these programs are concerned With assisting persons approaching'
l'etirement to accept _the reality of their retirement. Much of the actual contentiOf the
coulneling issoncerned with matters of income, taxation,- housing, and the like.. Efforts to
introduce wider dimensions of adulteducation as a doorway to a new life .in retirement have
not been notic'abiy successful as a part of the retirement counseling in itself. Employees often
consider such 'programs as a subtle management device' to stimulate retirement, and some
industries have discontinued these services on this account. ' ,;,

There is no record of preretirement counseling. based upon the principle* Of lifetime _
-L-Iication and career)! education. In such a concept, counseling would be introduced in the
middle of Idult careers and would permit individuals the option of selecting alternate cpreer
changes at their peak employment years rather than awaiting their, tprminal years.

9. Voluntary Service i
, ,

It estimated that 330,000 persons rare employed in positions primar0 serving older '
,

persons (other than in the health field): future demand is predicted forebeteen 8,000 and
13,000 management staff for retirement housing. Pplepts; for 23,000 to 31,000 persons for
staffing recreation programs; for 800 Stateplanning and coordinating staff.; It remains to be
seen whetherthese blpportunities generate new services to reel-UR, train, and placosadult and
older workers in the services f9r the aging "specifically.

While many Older persons continue to. be, engaged in community activities, evidence to
date suggests that this is still limited to those who have previously been engaged with such
activities during their ,adull years. Community services by the aged has not yet grown to the
stage that it provides a major role which the elderly can choose to 'fill if they wish: The

s
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opportunity 'hes been limited predominantly to persons with higher educatiop, higher incomes,

and more influential:positions in community affairs. -
Small demonstration programs have irilicated*that the elderly can be constructively

engaged in community services. Experiments conducted in New York City and in Project FIND ,

have demonstrated that older persons can be redritited and can significantly contribute to the

!community by helping to introduce Medicare, by providing volunteer services in institutions

for retarded children, and so on.
Two hundred programs' of Senior Opp6rtunities in Service, in 45 States, affect some

670,000 older persons. The Administration on Aging funds 625 projects which give major
volunteer,opportunities to 41,Q00- elderly persons. Sixty-eight Foster Grandparent projects

placed 4000 older persons in positions to help 16,000 children a year. Project Green Thumb

provides work for 3000 low-income elderly in rural areas:'.
Although these examplesare- impressive, they do not yet constitute a socially-created

new role for the aged. Evidence islacking abouit the extent to which the aged strongly seek

new roles, althOugh -reports about JonelinessAnd about depression retirement -are prevalent.

The suicide rate among aged males may also be suggestive. The rate rises steadily .from nine per

100,000 at ages,15-24 to 59 per 100,000 at age 85.

10. Senior Citi±ens in Policy Roles
, .

Senior citizens do not yet dominate or control the very programs and services

developed for their use, Older persons individually. may serve on iloaids of trustees and in
policy-making positions, .brit they are seldom in policy-decisive roles. Senior centers, following

the tradition of other community centers, hay encouraged such participation most widely.

But in over half of the community centers studied, fewer than nine percent of all participants

assume any responsibility for the conduct of center activities. lien where such optic

participation is encouraged, the. average cen ,ter is likely to have only lve older persons servin

on a board of directors or 10 ge,rsorn conducting any kind of program activity. In compartison,

'24 persons are limited to Offering suggestions, and another. 11 percent may help with clerical

tasks. it would, appear that opportunities for community services are limited to relatively

routine and less significant activities which are not perceived as central to the life either of the

institution, the program, or the facility. 1
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IV. THE PRESENT SITUATION
. .

The present situation makes it rear that a' substantial gap still exists between the
organized facilities, programs, and service , and between the announced aims of social policy
for the elderly.

This 'summary of the current situation permits one to examine service and program
adequacy in the policy areas of income, health, livini arrarigemenis, ehrichment.of life, and
employment. The service' Criteria used, are: accessibility, availability, responsiveness, and
resource adequacy, The above discussion indicates:

fc (1) Oppo rtunities for gainful employment have not been de loped. Evidence is.'
i

accumulating, that such a-goal corresponds to the wishes of the elderly themselves
only in special circumstances and may not serve as a universal goal.

I

..

.

(2) Income .is clearly insufficient for a:high proportion of -the-aged either to
, . mairvin health or to participate in community life in a dignifie&manner.

(3), Housing is not widely available that- is both suitable for the'needs of the aged
and within the reach of their average incomes. -

(4) Services which assist the aged to Maintain their oWn homes are grossly
underdeveloped in contrast to progeartil which institutionalize the aged.

. -
(5) The opportunities, to fill' relharding social roles are still determined by
individual circumstances under conditions, of reduced opportunity. Programs
which demonstrate the valtie which the aged can bring to community life reach a
miniscule proportion. of the aged and 'clo not yet constitute a change in
opportunity.

4 (6) The elderly do not play significant roles in the *planning or running of their.
own services.

(7) Health services hay improved most significantly but largely by shifts in the
cost of health services and by increasing the volumecof nursing facilities. Lifnited
attention has- been iven to nonphysician services' necessary, in the pre- and
post-hospital phases f illness, if the aged sick are to secure early treatment and are
to sustain their owry hcimes, 'Mental health; home help services, and rehabilitation

,in- institutions- are -'1- provided for the aged. Systematic attention is still lacking to
the link between ;Physician and hospital service in the acute stage of illness and to

rr the essential pal-enlace,: social, and out-of-hospital 'services which follow.
Continuity in- Tedicaltare is frustrated by the co,nfusion which prevails between
the eligibility service, and financing provisions of independent health programs.

Lacking naticinaydata, it is difficult to be certain whether the gaps described above are
due to errors in the /estimates of. need, errors in the accumulation of data about service

,

utilization, or to errors, in policy itself.
Although the cost of health services increases with age, the quality of at tention for the

needs of the elderly appears To decrease with age, The very, very aged may, consume a
.
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disproportionate share of heath seevices, but a iiiipi-Oportiona.te sharp is also 'provided in Jess

than first quality institutional facilities. The pervasive A.Ititude_towards tt e very elderly.ih-all

Institutions and in community care prograrbils that little can be done tor' them and, therefore,

little specia!,zed attention need be given them. Maintenance of liousingbecOmes more difficult

with age, and access to community centers declines with age.
The, match between prograths and facilities op the one hand, and the needs of ethnic

0 minorities On the other, is also out of balance..6y and large, the- elderly"among ethnic
,, minorities have less access 61 specialized housing, less access to specialized medical care, and*

11W

less access to Comprehensive community serviceror leisure time programs.
1
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PART TWO: CONSUMER AND LEGAL SERVICES

Ses

=CONSUMER SEIVICES

I: THE NEEDS OF THE EiDERti CONSUMER

7

.

C

President Nixon (1971) in a message to Congress on February 24, 1971, expressed the
need forconsumer protection measures in these terms:

I .
. ,In today's ,marketplace.. consumer often finds Iiim'seff confronted with what

seems 0:Impenetrable com lexity in fria;- of oar consumer goods, in the
t adverilring claims that surroun them, the merchandizing, methods that purvey

. therms` and the meads, availa to conceal their quality. The result is. a degrees of
tNfi.i§k)ri that Often confounds the unwary, and too easily can be made to favor- the "unscrupulous: I believe new, safeguards are needed, Moth to protect the

d,c9nsumer and to reward the responsible businessman (p, S. 1880).' ,

k". .

While all consumers face the problems described by President ixon, the elderly are
particularly affected by them. At the University Of Michigan's National onference op Aging,
in .1969, the consumer problems, of the aging were highlighted by several speakers. One of
them was Mrs. Virginia H., Knauer' (1969), then Spa r Assistant to the President for
'Consumer Affairs and now alsb Director of the Office of Consumer Affairs. Noting that the-t NatiOn's 20 million older people represent a consumer market with'a 'total spending potential.
of over $45 billion, Mrs-. Knauer asserted that this market is being, ignored: She said:

The older.cbnsumer is ignored in re-Ods to his special needs and desires, his
particular medidal and monetary problems, his housing, his food.

Specit.ic examples of such neglect cited by Mrs. Knauer included: .4
9

2... .The design of housingwith steep steps, narrow doors an other features that
create 'hazards arid hardships for the handkapped, including infirm' older people.

Clothing s'ich as "dresses with kippers up the back orblouses and shirts with
tiny buttons [which can prove frustrating or impossible to someone struggling
witiyarthritis or failing eyesight."

.Food'sold lithe family-oriented supermarket where fresh fruits and vegetables
are pre-packaged in large amounts and where frozen and other packaged foods are

, often available only in large sizes.

...Labels on garments as well as on food products which'are printed in such.fine
type theist older people, with their failineyesight, canncit read thehl.

"Studies live shown that senior citizens are becoming a prime market of their
own ;like 'the neAly recognized teenage market," said Mrs. Knatier.- "Unfortunately, many
businessmen are reluctant to actively solibit the trade of any other agdgroup but youth. Back
in 1967, Geneva Mathiesen.of the ,National Council on the Agiiirreported that local store

5
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nkanagers, even when convinced that elderly consumers represented a considerable market,

refused to channel any advertising or promotion efforts to attracting them for fear it would

'hurt their public image' ...Imagirie cutting,, off from consideration a market equal to the

population of our 20 smallest States combined. It's like being willing to forego therpurchase

Power of the entire State of ConneCticut!" (Knauer, 1969). .
. . ..., ,

While the aged are neglected-by thelegitimate market in terms of not being-offered

the kinds, quantities, and quality of products- they needthey are overly cultivated by the

unscrupulous. This is how the problem was described by Mrs. Knauer: . 0

Elderly widows, who never signed a contract before the deaths of their husbands,

find themvIves,victims of home improvement swindlers tied to unconscionable

contracts they didn't understand and for so-called 1knprovements they cannot

afford's- \ Nc

Anxiety, fear, pride, ignorance oi,the elderlyall these play into the hands of the

gyp artist, who is-ready to provide the illusion or security or assistancefor a fee.

From make-money-et-home schemes like overpriced "knittip machines" to
retirement land deals, from promises of medical miracles to "bargains" on lugury

items which. usually lead to a frightening cul de sac of 'low monthly payments',
these swindlers will pick clean a retiree's security and then fly off to greener

victims. -
.

How do -they manage, year after year, to get away with these 'vicious practices?

Mainly because most people are Not- trained to recognize frauds and fraudulent

schemes, anct many victims are reluctailt to talk about how they were taken in. If

only they would avail themselves of the legal remedies available in their local

.district att'orney's office or State attorney general's departmjept.

Some cannot bplieve that the charming, thoughtful young man who.came over

each Week to spend some time with them in their loneliness could Possibly have

cheated them "so -thoroughly. Others are embarrassed or ashamed to that

they were so .ea'sily tricked. Many do not even realiie that they Wave been

ic mized. But those who find their homes ripped out from 'under them,-or their

ssesstons put up for sheriff's sale; are all too aware of what has happened to

m (Kn'auer1969).

This problem was further detailed by Sidney Margolius, (1969) speaking at the same

Conference. He said:

Apparently it is not enough that the preserjt generation of older people lived

through wars and depressions, built this country's present wealth, and now have

to try to live on an average retirement income of less than $2500 a year. But they

are also subjected to some of the most cynical exploitations and commercial

indignities you'd care to see, including high-priced drugs, overpriced hearing aids

and eyeglasses, patent Medicines that not only are sold at exorbitant prices but

play on older people's fears and often are worthless; the commercially-operated

. nursing homes and corporation-owned hospitals that have sprung up to take

advantage of Medicare; loop-hole ridden health insurance plans sold to supple-

ment Medicare; and other overcharges and deceptions large and small.

l

,.;

am not just talking about the obvious swindlers who peddle worthless patent

medicines, health foods, and health machines, fake chimneys; house siding, and

furnaces. I -am also talking about many "respectablv" manufacturers including "

20'
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some of the best -known names in American ihdustry, who'sell health" insurance
that. excludes*the very illnesses for which it is most needed, brand name medicines
that may. cost 10 cents to produce but cost the consumer $4 to $6 to buy, and
hearing aids that cost the older person $300-400 to buy but only about $50 to
make. For every trusting, confused older person who is fleeced by hit and run
salesmen, there .must be 'a.. thousand who? everyday, pay more .than really
necessary for drugs, processed foods, eyeglasses, housing, and other urgent needs.

.
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II. THE GOALS if CONSUMER PROTECTION

In direct or indirect terms, goals pertaining to the protection of the elderly consumer
have been included in the recommendations Of the 1961.1A1hie House Conference 2n. Aging,
the Older Americans Act, hearings and reports of the U.S. Senate Special eommittee'on Aging
(1969a, 1969b, 1970, 1971) and in the recommendations of numerous organizations.

The widespread concern about the economic conditions of he elderly includes a
recognition that one of the important ways of improving their income status is to make sure
that the elderly receive good value for each dollar they spend on goods and services.

Mrs. Knauer (1971) recently described consumer goals as` the attainment of "a world
where quality,- justice, compassion 'and understanding are the key elements in the marl*.
place." Elaborating on this definition she said:11- .9.

We do not have quality when there are 'consumers who find that their new
r products do not work. We do not have justice when there are so many merchants

guilty of deCeption and ynfail practices who get away with it. We do not have
compassion when we find that the poor, the unsitspeCting and the disadvantaged
are prime targets for the cheat, or when products are made without regard to the
safety of those, who use the goods. And we do not .have understanding when we
find great gaps of communication between the seller and the buyer.

Implied,-and sometimes specifically included in goal statements; is also the goal of
preserving the integrity of the free enterprise system. President Nixon (1971) expressed this
goal in his :message to Congress on consumer problems. He said: "Theicontinued success of
our free enterprise system depends in large measure uppn the mutual trust and gockiCkill of
those who consume and those who produce and provide." (p. S. 1882).

Y.
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III. KNOWLEDGE AVAILABLE A41
a

Although more research'is neededon the scope of the-problem, the 'special needs of

elderly consumers, and on the deVelopment of more effective consumer protection,
measuresfull 'application of existing knowledge could go far toward alleviating the consumer

problems of the elderly.

A. NATIONAL EFFORTS

Studies of consumer problems have made it clear that, while State and lo61 consumer
protection .measures are needed, national action=toth publiE and voluntaryis even more
important. The reason for this is that, in today's economy,`Imost goods and services are

--produced and ,distributed or delivered. by large organizations. Rare indeed is the productor
even servicethat is entirely subject to State or local influences.
¢ Therefor", much that is known about consumer problems is reflected in President
Nixon's Consumer Message of 1971. There is a considerable consensus among students, of

consumer needs on the problems the President identified although there are differing opinions
about the effectiveness of tt actions he proposed;The following analysis of pertinent parts of
the proposals indicates the status of much of our current knowledge.

1. ,Product Testing

There is-general consensus that consumers should Wand can be assured of tellable
information about the goods they buy. he President's proposal for providing this authorizis
the Federal Government to determine w at products and what characteristics of those products

should be tested (Nixon,1 971, p. S. 882). Manufacturersrlaboratories, and other private'
' organizations which are adequately equipped to perform Ihe'tests would be accredited by the

Government. Suppliers could advertise that their products had .passed the Government
approved tests and "there would fbe strong penalties for those who made such claims falsely. ,c
Some people feel that testing by the private sector, of the economy would not be sufficiently
objective and want tests conducted by a Government agency that would have nothing to gain
or lose by the findings.

2. Warranties and Guarantees

It is also essential for the buyer to have reliable information about the terms under
which hq buys a product. The President's proposal would authorize the Feddral Trade
Cdn'Whi SSiOil to require certain safeguards such as the full disclosure of the terms of warranties
and guarantees in language that the consumer can easily understand (Nixon, 1971, p. S. 1881).

3. Product Safety

Present Federal' food, and drug and other legislation designed to protect the consumcer.
from unsafe products leave many items uncovered. To correct this situation, the President has
proposdd that the .Departmenfof Health, Education, and Welfare be authorized to collect and
analyze data on injuries associated with consumer products (Nixon, 1971, p. S. 1881). When

evklence indicated that-there was ap unreasonable risk in using it, the product could be
banned. For products that are safe if properly made, safety standards would bd established by
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the Governtnent and there would be4stiff pena
Controversy on this proposal centers on whether
on whether there should be .provisions for pre-

.
coming6n.the.market.

4

a

'ties for producers who failed to meet them.
the measures proposed are strong enough and
testing to prevent hazardous products from

4. Fraud Prevention
. -

It is generally agreed that existing Federal legislation does not provide sufficient
protection to consumers who are victimized by fraudulent and deceptive trade practices.

The President (Nixon, 1Q71, p. S. 1881) has proposed strengthening the powers of the
Federa> Trade Commission to combat. fraud and deception by ,authorizing it to secure
temporary court injunctions pending a full proceeding to determine the legality of practices,
and by extending the Commission'S authority to toyer transactions that "affect" interstate
commerce, not juit those that are'"in" interstate commerce.

. He (Nixon, 1971, p. S. 1881) has also advocated enactment of "a Fraud Preven tion Act
which would prohibit a broad but clearly defined' range 6f jiractices, authorize the Justice
Department to enforce these prohibitions *the Federal courts, and; following this action,
consumersas individuals or as a classcould' go into the .Federal courts to recover damages.
DiScussions of this proposal hive centered ptimarily upon the proviso that consumer suits
cannot be filed until after governmental action has been successfully completed.

.

5. COnsumerAd ovate
ti.-

As consumers have beCome ttbetter organized, they have been increasingly vociferous in
demandihg that theirU interests .be more strongly represented in legislative, enforcement, and
regulatory matters that affect them. By executive order, in February 1971, the President
created an Office of Consumer :Affairs in the Office of the President and chargedit with
responsibility for coordinating Federal consumer protection programs; giving speclarattention
to assisting with the consumer problems of -the poor, the elderly, and the disadvantaged;
handling consumer complaints; developing information Of interest to consumers and in other
ways serving as.an advocate of consumers (Nixon, 1971, p. S:,1880).

The President recognized, however, that even stronger measures were needed if the
interests. of consumers were to be 'equitably balanced Vith the Interests of producerg 'and
providers. Advisory groups have made differing recommendations bn how this could best be
done..Some have suggested that the advocacy function be given -to-the .Department of Justice,
others see it as the frption of the Federal Trade Commission, others want an independent
agency, others believe in giving stronger powers,to the Office of Consuper Affairs in the Office "
of the President., Noting these .differences of opinion, the President made no legislative
proposals in his message but called far frirther public discussion in the hope that a consensus

-could be reached. ,

6. Other Proposals t
Other sections 'of the President's consumer message (Nixon, 1971) which reflect a

response to generally recognized rieeds include expansion of consumer education programs;
establishment of a fraud clearinghouse to expedite the collection arid dissemination of

'consumer fraud information; and the establishment of various advisory bodies which Would
involve consumers, business people, and various specialists in further efforts to improve the
Nation's plYagrams of Consumer protection.
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B. INDIV IDUAL AND,COLLECTIVEACTIVITIES

I .
o ,, .

Knowledge about consumer needs and how to .meet them has been garnered over the
. - -.,

`. ears by many individuals, voluntary groups, and Sta.mte and local officials as well as by the
Federal Government. ,

r
, '

Individuals like the late Rachel Larson, Ralph Nader;, and others have demonstrated
what can be accomplished by carefully documenting and publiqizing practices and products
that affect the consumer. ' ,
, Senior citizens organizations, labor unions, consumer cooperative's, and other voluntSry

,

organizations have'demonstrated the efficacy of collective action, both in getting better values
at lower prices and in stimulating reform measures in business and governMent.

Some of the problem areas identified by such efforts and proposals for dealing with,,
them include: 1 '\
1. poor-to-Dobr \es Practices ..

Lonely old people and those who find ehard to get out to stiop for goods and services
are especially susceptible to the wiles,of salesmen who...come to their doors. rolircitect them
against unscrupulous salesmen and high pressure sales .,tactics, it has been.. suggested ,..that
door-todoor salesmen be requit-ed to register IP a local. government office and that there -be a
72 hour "cooling off" period during which a buyer,cobld cancel any sales contract he had
signed.. . .

- ..,t;.

2. Installment Sales Practices

While. the Federal "truth-in-lending" law has helped to reduce tine exorbitant inierest
charged for loans and installment buying, it does not protect the consumer from prob:ems that
arise when the goods or service turns out to be unsatisfactory, or even non - existent. ^The
contract which the buyer signed can be sold to a third party and If the buyer does not get or
has a complaint about the goods or service he contracted for, there is nothing he car; do about

\N it. A proposed remedy for this is to make the third party as liable as theoriginal seller for any
failure to fulfill the terms of the contract. .

Another suggestion is the establishment of more sylall clhims courts where consumers
can present their grievances without having to hire aTattorgey and go through more forinal
court procedures. It is also suggested that such courtsQbe atorized_to hear consumers 'who.
wish to defend themselves against credifori Who,claim they hait,e a right to repossess an article.

3. Insurance Problems

"No fault" auto insurance to reduce the cost of premium and expedite the, settlement
of small claims, elimination of age discrimination provisions in various typek;os.f9insurance,
stronger safeguards against highcost lowbenefit health and other insurancepolic are among
the many_ proposals for insurance reforms that have been proposed by senior citizen and other
groups. .

4. Protection Againstnflation

Because so many of them live on fixed inc omes, the elderly are especially affected by
inflation. Measures that have been proposed to help them include encouraging private pension
plans to offer workers the opportunity to put some of their contributions to the company's
retirement, fund into an investment fund; offering "senior citizen" or "constant purchasing
power" U.S. Government bonds which would assure that the value of. such an investment for

O
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retirement income`puoses would not be eroded by inflation; using wage and price controls to
curb'extreme inflation.

5. Consumer Research

Very little research has
.

been devoted to the study of how food, clothing, housing, and
other essentials could be created or modified or otherwise improved to meet the special needs
of the elderly. Studies are also needed to`develop more effective *methoas of reaching older
people through consumer education. programs and of motivating them to use consumer
information.
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IV. THE PRESENT SITUATION,

\, The most hopeful aspect ofthe pfesent situation is the interest in consumer protection; _J

never before has there been such widespread public concern about pollution; product quality,

prices, and other consumer,.problems or such strength in the consumer movement.

A. PUBLIC PROGRAMS

Both the executive and legislative branches of government at all levels have given
increasing attention to Consumer needs in recent years. Not only the Federal Government, but

many State governments. have taken recent action. Therb are pow adnsumer protection

-agencies of some form in 33 States. Many are just getting started, but a few States,have

relatively strong programs.
For example, New York has set up a tonsurner Protection Board whose powers include

representing consumers before administrative agencies, helping consumers file class action
suits, working with business and industry oh consumer problems, conducting consumer
education and product testing programs, and making recommendations for consumer
legislation (Wertheimer and 54 1970, p. 4).

At least two States, Wisconsin and Connecticut, have established agencies comparable

to the Federil Trade Commission with power to obtain administrative cease and desist orders
against businesses that use unfair or deceptive trade practices (La Follette, 1969). Pennsylvania
has pioneered in developing consumer education programs geared to the needs of the elderly

(Knauer, 1969).
SeveralStates have enacted laws authorizing the attorney general to restliiin unfair or

deceptive trade practices by means of a civil injunction before the courts. In the past, the task

of prosscuting cases of fraud or deception was usually left to district or county prosecutors,
using criminal statutes, and this proved effective only in the most flagrant cases.

13:' MODEL LAW AND CODE

To encourage States to adopt more effective measures, including the use of civil
injunctionsthe Federal Trade CommisSion has developed a model law: the Uniform Unfiir
Trade Practice and Consuiner Protection' laWILa Follette, 1969). '

Another measure designed for adoption by the States is the Uniform Consumer Credit
Code developed by the National 'Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (La
Follette, 1969). While this code is not as strong as many wrisumers'would like, it does have
such features as controls over door-to-door sales and various protections for people who sign

sales contracts or buy on the installnient plan.

C. LOCAL PUBLIC PROGRAMS

Legal service programs for the poor have markedly stepped up their efforts to see that
consumers' rights are protected through the use of litigation and other legal strategies. New
York City has set up an Office of Consumer Affairs which carries on an aggressive,program of

consumer education and action against fraudulent and deceptive trade practices '(Wertheimer
and Sell, 1970, p. 4). About a dozen' other localities also have some type of public consumer

protection program.
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D. 'VOLUNTARY PROGRAMS

---:-.r

-
111.1 /1

To an extent never-'equ lied before, senior citizen groups, local retirement centers, and
other community groups are pooling the fUnds of their membe?s to buy/food, housing, medical
care,. and other goods and services. Some of the results include:.sbores Of senior citizen housing
cicvelopments; hundreds of programs for buying drugs, hearing aids; and eyeglasses; cooperative
home repair services; and.non-profit insurance organizations. . h
, An innovative project to help groups develop-consumer eduction and action programs
is the course for consumer counsellors which has been developedriby the New York State
School of Industrial and Labor: Relations. Its purpose Is to train retiree members of,
community organizations to serve as consumer counsellors to other older-people. The course
involves 12 sessions of lectures, discussion,s, and field visits: A Handbook (Wertheimer and Sell, '
1970) has 'now been published which makes it possible for the course to be uses in any-.
community. .

//-t-

; .

_

'E: PROVIDERS QF GOODS AND SERVICES .
ti

Consumer concern has struck a responsive chord among many providers of goods and
1.services.

.`?ThiS has been most evident in the area of pollution control. Many industries now find
that it is more effective to take and to publicize measures to prevent pollution and protect the
environment than to focus on other featureS of their roduttWor practices.a. 4

Although hospital, medical, nursing, and ot er professional associations have a long
history of accreditation and other self-policing measures, many are examining their practices
more critically and adopting stronger programs. Many members of the health professions.who
assist in the administration of Medicare and Medicae programs have helped to expose
mernbe'rs of their professions who violate ethF;ai:practices.

Retail businesses also are showing increasing consideration of the needs and interests of
elderly consumers, For exan'iple, one restaurant in California, aware that many older customers
have small appetites, makesavailable to them the smaller-Portion, lower-priced meal that most
restaurants offer only to children. Several stores have put benches at various points for the
elderly and the handicapped to rest and have adjusted toilets and other equipment to meet the
needs of the handicapped.

F. UNFINISHED BUSINESS

It would be a mistake, however, to cohclUde from the above evidences of-progress that
the inequities suffered by consumers in the marketplace are well on .the way to correction.

. There are still 17. States that, have no type of consumer affairs office and all State
programs are inadepuate (Knauer: 1969). Local 'public progranit remain a rarit;P. The majority
of consumers have yet to identify themselves/with the consumer movement in any meaningful

. way. In all fields, the providers of' goods and services too often put profit ahead ofconcerirfor
the consumer.

Federal action, which is crucial to the protection'of the consumer, is far.from being on
a scale sufficient to cope with the problem. -Evidence of this 'was cited at recent Senate
Hearings by officials of the Post Office Department, the Federal Trade ComMission, the Food
and DrugAdministration, and other pvernmental agencies (U.S.Senate; Special Committee on
Aging, 1910, Appendix 1).

_

-example, the Chief Post Office Inspector estimated that (wet the past six _years
fraudi/leht "business opportunity" schemes had cost the public- nearly $26 million before the
culprits were found and:put out of business.' The'Food and.Drug Administrationspltim'ately
put out of business the seller of an "emergency respirator" which was both worthless and
dangerousbut not before 40,000, of these devices had 'been sold. Typical of the hundreds of

.
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investment swindles which are prosecuted by the Government every year was, one which had
bilked S4 million from gullible investors. .,,

,

The very multiplicity of agencies in the Federal Government tha are concerned with
otconsumer probl ms may of itself constitute a problem This was the ntention of Peter

Barash (1969) ho spoke at the University of 'Michigan Conference on Agi in these terms:'
: . .

. . .

At present the American" consumer's voice: is faintly .heard .through some 33
,Federal Departments and agencies carrying on approximately 260 consumer
activities. But consider that: I

,,

...Responsibility for enforcing the Truth in
1

Lending 'Act is-vested in nine separate
agencies; i

...Administration of the Farr .Packaging anti Labeling Act is divided among three
agen 'esthe- Federal Trade CommissiOn, the Food'and Drug AdMinistration and
the epartment of Commerce;

No less than five Federal agencies are responsible for consumer protection of the
oor;,, -

...The FlaMmable Fabrics Act of 1967 is shared by the Department of Cor9merce,
the Federal Tradetommission and the-Food-and Drug Administration;

... Responsibility for the wholesomeness of fish and fishery 'products falls both to
the Food and Drug Administration and the Interior Department's Birreau of
CommerCialiFish9ries;'

...Programs to contrbl air and water pollution can be found.in half a dozen agencies.

These Jaws, individually good, 'have proliferated ,beyond` the ability of pres(nt
governmentaLstruciure to handle them.

A

Despite tfie. 'large number of Federal agencies that purportedly' represent AM.-
,

consumer, it is still a fact that: .

Ttere is no single Federal agency-towhich consumers can direct complaints;

There is no single Federal agency devoted to the pressing needs of either the low
income or the elderly consumer;

There is no single Federal agency which gathers and disseminates to the public the
considerable product and economic information that is available at the Federal level;

There is no single Federal agency which represents the consumer interest before ,

the Federal courts, departments and regulatoiy agencies on matters of great
moment to the consumer;

There. is no single Federal agency in which the consumer education function
resides;

And, certainly there is .no single Federal agency which can boast
d
that it has

consistently anticipated consumer problems instead of reacting to them on a crisis
basis.
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What then is-the consumer record of our Federal Government?

...Are we satisfied with the performance of our regulatory agencies in advancing the
. consumer interest in America?

...Has the Federal.Trade Commission been a vigorous champion of the consumer
Cause?

...Has the Inter State Commerce Commission effectively represented the consumers'
interest in matters relating to household moving problems and the railroad
passenger service? 1.1

i4:2e71.

- Has the Federal Communications Cornniission been an effective advocate for'the
public in policing the airwaves?

Has the Etarinient of Commerce moved withclispatch in approving flammability
standards or clothing or in administering its portion of the Fair Packaging Act?

Has the Department of- Agriculture strived to achieve, the most effective and
far-reaching consumer food-grading program, as Congress directed it to do?

15 the ,welfare of *Consumers a prime consideration of the Interior' Department
when its Oil -Import Administration establishes quotas for cheap foreign
petroleum prodats?

...Do the efforts of the Department of Tran'sportation's National Highway Safety
Bureau in the field of auto safety match the grim reality of 52,000 deaths last
year on our highways?

.

...Is it in the ong-range best interests of consumers that solutions tcrmany of their
most important problems are entrusted to temporary commissions like the Food
Marketing and Product Safety COmmissions, whose recommendations are largely
ignored because of the absence, of an institutional framework for continuing
action? ,

Mr. Barash did not limit his criticisms to Government. He also indicted consumers
themselves. He noted, for example, that, when the Department of Agriculture asked for
comments on two significant changes in beef grade standardsa highly important matter to
consumersonly a handful of the 800 people who responded represented consumer interests.
He also said that not one private consumer spokesman had appeared at any of the hearings
held over the past five years by the Oil Import Administration of -the Department of the
Interior althoLigh the size of the quotas it sets on oil Imports directly .affects the prices
consumers pay for many essential products.

G. CONCLUSION

It is easy to blame the private and public sectors -of the economytheir greed,
indifference, inefficiencyfor the .problems of -the consumer but the ultimate causeand ,

cureof consumer problems rests with the consumer himself.
Individually, he can accomplish much by such simple actions as following the very

brief but sound advice contained in a consumer guide, designed to fit the identity card section
of a wallet, whith has been published by the Administration on Aging of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare (1969). . e
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Collectively, he can accomplish even more by developing and participting* in consumer

programs in the groLips to which he belongs, bytasting bUsiness and industry cooperation,
and by working for the enactment and enforcement of more official programs, at all
governmental levels.

It is doubtful indeed ,that the cost of genuinely effective consumer protection measures
would begin to equal the dollatI that ariwa. sled &cause of the lack of such measures. .
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.4. IEGAI SERVICES

THE NEED FOR LEGAL SERVICES

A

.

A comprehensive surriiiiary, of the need was presented at a hea-ring- on legal problems
J

affecting the elderly, conducted by the'U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging in 1970, by, ,

Cyril F. Brickfield, egislative counsel for the American As'sociat n of Retied persons (U.S.
SenateSpecial Committee on Aging,, 1971a, pp. 111)-114). pertin t section states:

They suffer needless anxiety, deprIva'tion and irustice s a result of - serious lac':
of adequate legal services, -a lack: of knowledge as o the proper manner of
securing those seryices Which are available, and thew! ck of financial resources to

retain the aid of competent counsel even when av able. This situation must be
. remedied if we are ever to secure fOr6Lir elder) itizens the ,security they rightly

.

r deserve....
r

The elderly have endured, most often in silence; continued violation of
fundamental rights and arbitrary denial of benefits dtie under law. The areas of
Social Security and Railroad Retirement Jzienefits,.disability benefits, .Old Age

42
Assistance, health -care ,and treatment, conser(tatorships, guardianships, public and
private housing, consumer fraud,. mental commitment, privati pension plans,
taxes, and general- economic.deprivation provide fertile fields for the germination
of complex, legal prObleths whose solution requires competent legal aid. ,

As a groyp, the elderly -ate-the Feast capable of articulating theii- L wn needs
, and .bringing them to the attention of the government, The situation is 'ag-

gravated of course by the timidity and withdrawal which characterize the
elderly and by the uninteres't in the elderly-characte'ristic of layvyers. Yet, it must...

. be remembered thAt_olde'r-Atfiericans, under our judicial system, are entitled to

. .- the same quail-ifa and thorough legal representatidn afforded other segments of
.. our populatIon. ,,, ,

.

Forced- to readjust to ain-iiode of living dictated by the diminished income he

, receives, the retiree in this country must' also struggle with a variety of .,

. ..
, . overlapping, often ,poorly integrated Federal and State income maintenance,,

programs, the -technical complexities of which often prevent him from obtaining

.4)

. the maximum , number of precious dollars of income to which he is legally
entitled. Benefit: and assistance programs are,of little value if their existence is
unknowri to the'otherwise eligible individual, if their technical language is beyond
the comprehension of the average unaided beneficiary or assistance recipient, or if
the procedural moras,s through which he must pass requires a degree of patieke

' and mental acuity posseskd by few. Obviously, the difficulty and expense of
obtaining competent coon- :I to reaesent individual interests must N overcome if
the legal and quitable ds of the elderly retiree are ever to receive adequa e
attention. It s not err 1 to establish a benefit program; the individual, as

a perienc as indicates., must be provided with the qualified legal,assistance in
order that he may obtain thatwhich was intended for his lAnefit.
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At the same hearing:Senator Harrison A. Williams, Chairman of the.Special Committee,

reported on letters the Committee reqives which .contain tragic examples of egal needs. (U.S.

Senate Special Committe on Aging, 197'1a, p. 2). He said:

We read alYout couples who are turned out of their homes because relocation laws

are riot implemented.

We read about a blind man who is struggling alone on inadequate Social Security

benefits because he didn't know, until, a legal advocate told him, that he was
entitled to S4,600 in back benefits.,

.

We read about elderly people who are kepf in mental institutions simply because\
there is no otherplace for them. ,

r
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II. -.THE GOALS OF LEGAL SERVICES
-

"Equal justice under law" is the basic goal to be achieved by the provisiori of adequate
legal services to the aged. At present, many older people do not have access to the rights and
protection which existing laWs provide. -

Beyond that, however, legal goals include the correction of inequities in the laws
themselves `Such as unwarranted age discrimination provisionswhich work a hardship on
older people.

A further goal is to help,the elderly achieve a capability, comparable to that of other
special interest groupsagriculture, business, labor, etc.to present their special needs before
legislative, administrative, buiWeS17-professiona', and other organizations whose actions are
essential to the meeting Of those 'needs.

A more-philosophic expression of the goals of legal services was recently expressed by
Norman J. Kalcheim (1970), Chairman of the Consultant COmmittee on Legal Services to the
White House Conference Technical Committee.on Facilities, Programs, and Services. "If we are
to continue to give recognition to the dignity of the indivi al, his rights and needs, wemust,
in full measure,' do so for the older person," Mr. Kalcheim "He has made his contribution
to our society, Though no longer as_ptoductive, he does h social lien on the rest of us.
This social lien must be made effective through all the manifold processes a democracy
possessesthrough the legislatures, through the courts, and especially the legal profession, for
it is they who bear great responsibility in daily struggles for principal and justice."

O
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111. KNOWLEDGE AVAILAd
!

Although_ studies and ac ivities related to the legal needs of the aged /have 'Veen

extremely limited, an impressive ody f knowledge has.been compiled by the American Bar
Association, theiNational Coun I on e Aging,and Other voluntary groups, by public ageriies

such as the Administretionon ing, the CommunitVService%Administration and the Office of
Economic Opportunity, and y law schools and ther research institutions. Some;of the most
serious problems and propo als for dealing with them include:

)`
itt/

i, , A. PROTECTIVE SERVICES
1/

. As more peo e live into their 8 J's, 90's and lOnger, the number who ar incapable of
managing their own affairs, i.e., managing their money or being able to carry out, the activities
of daily living without assistance from someone else (management of'the person)thas increased
and the inequities of traditional Methods of handling the problem have bec jP me glaringly
apparent. -- / ..',;...... y i

.Even for the affluent older person who receives legal services and whose estate can
finance guardianship and conservatorship costs, there are insufficient safeguards to assure.that
the interest of t older person will take-precedence over the "interests of thoseosrn who will
ultimately benefit fro his estate.

,

The elderly poor and those'who have no relatives are usually committed to a mental
hospital. Between 1948 and 1968, when mental hospital admissions were declining for Other
age groups, admission of patients 65 and over increased 40 percent. Many,of these patients
receive only custodial care; the real re4son for their commitment is that they need some degree
of supervision. Frequently, the condition of an older person when he is committed is no
different than it had been for months or years preViously, but he is committed because he
attracted, attention to himself, by some episode which created a demand that something be
done.

The injustice of this practice was highlighted by a case that ultimately came before the
U.S. Court of Appeals in the District of Columbia (Lake vs. Cameron in.1966) (National
Council on the Aging, 1966; Allen, 1969). Four years earlier, Mrs. Lake, lwho had been
wandering about the streets, was taken by a policeman to a general hospital and from there
committed to a mental hospital. With no resources and-no assistance except the efforts of a
sister who was also old and poor, Mrs. Lake suffered defeat after defeat in her effOrts to be
released. However, her case ultimately came to the attention of the Court of Appeals where a
judge, long concerned about the problems of confused older people, was instrumental in
starting the machinery which resulted in Mrs. Lake's case being handled, for the first time, by a
lawyer and in the Court's decision teat, since her real need was for supervisi)-n rather than
psychiatric treatment, alternative methods of providing this must be explored.

Lake vs. Cameron is considered a landmark case by many because it brings into
question the legality of depriving people of all their liberties and civil fights, not because of
their own shortcomings, but because of deficiencies in community services and resources
which should be available to them.

During the same period ,that 'the legal aspects of the problem were receiving this
attention, a number of communities were testing out this new approach:

A welfare agency in the community, after working out cooperative arrangements with
representatives of the medical and legal professions, assumes responsibility for looking into
these situutions. In many instances, the agency finds it possible to enable the old person to
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retain all his rights by providing him with homemaker, home hdalth, casework and other
services. When his condition does- not permit this solutioff, the agency is appointed- as his
guardian and sees that he is properly cared for either in his own home or a nursing home. As

guardian, the agency also assume conservatorship responiibilities for management of whatever

assets he may pbsses's. Only: persons whd re4uire psychiatric treatment tre committed to
mental hospitals an when this action isdeemed necessary, the older person is notified of the
sanity hearing, proidtcl, with a lawyer to represent, his side of the case, and is given a-full,
evidentiary hearing.ln these. protective serviceLprograms, theyare called, members of /the

legal, medical, and social work professions operYt4 as a team.
Research on the problem also advanced during the ,1960's. One project, sponsored by

the Syracuse University CoHege of Law (Alexander, 1969) consisted of examining practices in

the management of the estates of persons wh' had been declared incompetent to find answers

to these questions:

Is the management conducted with'the intent of maximizing the incompetents
enjoyment of his property, or with the intent of prOtectinq. the interest of
creditor, heir, or other person? .

_ Is the incompetent consulted about his desires on how his estate should he

managed?

Is the primary purpose of the management to increase the size of the estate? ,

The study revealed that most of the persons were not completely incompetent and that

legal guidance or the use' of the power-of-attorney mechanis'n would have met their needs
s.itt

better. It` was also_found that the management of estates-of Older people was not
conducted primarily for their benefit.. A great number of the estates were managed for the
primary purpose of paying bills owed to mental hospitals.,Although only a few cases studied
involved estates of any size, many of these Were manage& by person's who had a distinct
interest which was adverse to that of the incompetent. In one of the cases studied an elderly

man was declared incompetent because he accused his son of stealing from him and this same
son was appointed to be his guardian.

The study also showed that procedures for declaring a person incompetent gave him
little protection. His attorney was seldom paid out of the estate and got ,a very small fee

(average was $268), whereas the attorney representing those who sought to have the elderly
person declare&incoMpetent got a much higher fee (the average was $1,341). In view of this, iti
is not surprising that not a single case was found in which an appeal against the incompetency

finding was filed.

B. LEGAL RIGHTS'AND BENEFITS

The intent of laws'anctpublic programs designed to aid the elderly is often undermined
because of technicalities which the older person either does not understand or does not know

how to use to his advantage.
For example, persons who are not satisfied with administrative decisions about their

Social Security, benefits or Old Age ASsistance payments are entitled to a hearing, but
administrative procedures sometimes deter older people froM exercising this right.

Lawyers who have studied fair hearing practices have recommended that all such

hearings should have the following components: 't
Adequate notice of the right to a hearing andrthe matters to be considered.

Opportunity to be represented by legal counsel and to have an impartial

decision-rnaW.
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Opportunity to examine opposing evidence prior to the hearing and time to
prepare for the hearing.

Opportunity to confront and cross-examine adverse witnesses.

A prompt, written decision.

Some lawyers would add to thii list a prohibition against use of hearsay: evidence.
Under present practices, such evidence is admissible.

Lack of legal assistance in appraising the terms of'benefit programs is also known to
prevent some older people from acting in their own best interest. Frit- example, in some
instances, it may be better for a person not to apply for Social Security benefits because they
would make him _ineligible for higher Old Age Assistance grants 'and participation in the
Medicaid program. -Conversely, some people do not apply for Workmen's Compensation

. benefits or do not work because of mistaken idesas about how this would affect their Social
Security benefits.

Many older people have likewise suffered unnecessary hardships because they had no
lawyer to 'protest against lax' enforcement of the relocation provisions in urban renewal,
highway construction, and other public programs which involved the destruction of their
homes.

. ,

The laws designed to assure that a person's.possessions will be distributed after he dies
in accordance with his wishes are often nullified in their effect because'older people do not
have legal advice about whether or not it is to their advantage to make a will or do not have
help in making a proper will.

C. INEQUITIES IN LAWS 'AND PROGRAMS

Considerable evidence has been developed which Points to the need to use legal
strategies for reform. Some of themajor_areas for such action which have been identified by

hIstudents of the problem include:

1. Age Discrimination Provisions

Many people believe that the practice of requiring employees to retire at a certain age
should be prohibited'. If an employee is mentally and physically healthy and is performing his
duties competently, they feel that the justifiCations for this practiceto make- room for
younger workers and to avoid placing stigma on the older worker .whose,,berformarice ha's
declined with ageare not sufficiently valid to warrant a practice which deprives many capable
workers of their jobs.

The provision in the Federal age discrimination law which makes it applicable only to
workers who are under 65 is also unjust in the opinion of many.

Because older drivers have a generally good safety record, many people believe that
there is age discrimination in present practices which make it difficult--,:and even impossible for
someto get driver's licenses and auto insurance. Provisions in health, life, and other insurance
policies also need to be analyzed by lawyers who can develop strategies for collecting their'
inequities.

2. Public Benefit Programs

Various provisions in laws and administrative policies governing public benefit
programs are believed to result in inequities that should be challenged by lawyers. Questions of
equity raised by somelawyers and other people include:

When the Medicare program determines that a physician made a mistake in
certifying a patient as eligible for treatment in an extended care facility, should
the patient have to pay the bill?
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Does tAe 100-day limitation on treatment in an extended care facility that
Medicare will pay for cause nursing homes to give preference to admitting such

. patients over those who need longer care?

Should the Social Sactfrity law be changed so that older people can work without
having their-Slicial'Seturity payments reduced? Should this "retirement earnings
test" be abolished entirely? If kept, should it apply to rill income, not just earned

Should increases in Social Security payments be nullified for some older people
by decreasing their private pensions or Old Age Assistance paymentsa practice
that is now allowed?

In view of the high percentage of adverse decisions on rights to disability
insurance that have been reversed when people had money topay for independent
medical examinations and lawyers, should the Social Security program be

authorized to pay for such services for the improverishedio

r.Do variations in State 'laws governing eligibility for Old Age Assistance and other
programs that receive substantial Federal. support result in geographic discrimina-
tion in that where a person lives, not what he needs, determines his right to:

assistance?

These are just a few of many q4stions that ha.Ve been raised.byjawyers and others

who believe,,fhata critical examinatios-6f laws and policies .governihg the achninistration of
public benefit programs might reveal many ways in which lawyers could contribute to efforts to
make such programs more equitable and beneficial to older people.

3. Tax Laws

Questions have also been raised regarding the equitable effects of tax laws. For example,
does the heavy reliance on property taxes to finance local government place an unfair burden

on the elderly, not only because two-thirds' of them are .home owners but also because
communities' dependence on property takes, makes-them less receptive to the development of
tax free public and other non= profit housing for the elderly?

4. Consumer Legislation

The prominent role which lawyers need to play in .securing justice for elderly
consumers has been well established and is detailed in Section A. Consumer Services. ,

6. Special Concessions

In countless ways, our youth-oriented society makes life unnecessaril difficult for the
agai. Therefore, many people feel that it is only just particularly in view of the extremely low
incomes that society permits most older people to live on--to compensate for these social,
shortcomings by making some special concessions to the aged, Measures advocated include:
higher income tax exemptions; lower rates for telephones, transportation, and other public
utilities; exemption of elderly home owners 'from housing code enforcement measures when
the violations -do not endanger their health and when there is no.-provision for financing the
cost of repairs.for those who cannot afford them.'
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D. MODEL AND UNIFO M LAWS

The variations in State laws affecting) then e derly and the failure to enact needed
lawssuch as those which provide for the pUblic adm nistration of small estatescreate many
unnecessary hardships for the aged.

To encourage States to adopt more Uniform laws and to, enact needed -laws, the
University of Michigan Law School recently drafted model statutes on a variety of matters that
are of particular concern to the elderly, (NatiOnal CounIcil of Senior Citizens, 1971). The
following table of, contents of this-' model "statute document indicates what could be
accomplislted by a strong State legislative program:

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN L W SCHOOL -MODEL: LEGISLATION

Actommodations

Standards for Building Acc6ssibility and Use

Rent Control
Enabling At
Local Ordinan e

Public Housing fdr the Elderly

Non-Profit Rfi al I:rousing for the Elderly

Non-Profit orporations for Care of the'Eldurly

Regulati n of Mobile Home Parks and Mobile Homes

Consumer Aid and Protection

C st and Accessibility of Drugs 1

/Licensing Of'Nursing Homes '
/ Licensing of Nursing Home Administrators

Life Care and Payments Contracts

/ -Regulation of Hearing Aid Dealers

Discrimmation

Age Discrimination' in Driver's License Examinations

Age-Discrimination in Automobile Insurance

Age Discrimination' in Employment

; Improvement in Existing Programs

3

r" r

Commission on Aging

Elimination of RelatiVe Responsibility and of Liens on the Estates of Old Age
Assistance Recipients

Family Assistance Plan Enabling Act

"Pass Thrqugh" of Social Security Benefits to Recipients of Old Age Assistance
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t Protective and Supportive Services

Guardianship and Conservatorship

Public Guardian

Special Power of Attorney for Small Property Interest's

Local Protective and Supportive ServiCe Systems

Provision of Services and Facilities by SchOol Dis.ricts

Rate and Fee Reductions

Public Utility Rate Reductions

'Public qtility Deposit Exemption

Transportation Rate Reduction

Free Hunting and Fishing Licenses

Tax Relief

Incom.e Tax credit for Property Taxes Paid

Property Tax Exemption for Homesteads

Homestead Tax Rent Refund

Miscellaneous

Adult Education

Institute of Gerontology

MultiPurpose Senior Centers.

Multi-Purpose Senior Center Authorities

\ Non-Profit Corporations to Establish Senior Centers -
Regulation of Retirement Systems

Removal of Barriers to Volunteer P,roggams\
Special Identification Cards for the Elderly

ti
- E. EDUCATION

TherCo-rnm' ittee on Legal Problems of the Elderly of the American Bar Association has
recommended that all law schools, in their courses on family law, emphasize legal4jroblems of
the aging (U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging, 1971a, p. 9). This action gives significant
professional recognition to the concept that lawyers require special kinds of training and field
work to prepare them to give direct services to older people and, to carry out law reform and

research activities in the field of aging.
The value of also training lay people to serye as lawyer's aides has been dpcumerifed by

demonstration programs. Such aides can assist clients in administrative procedures and carry

out other duties that do not require professional training.
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IV. THE PRESENT SITUATION

Two recent developments inoicatelhat mor personnel to provide legal services for the

elderly may soon be available: enrollments in law schools have reached an unprecedented high;

and students and recent graduates are showing a greats
training to serve groups that have had little access to lega

How much the elderly will benefit from this,tre
'legal services programs supported by the4Office of EC°
2,000 lawyers,to provide free legal services in over 250 co
the poor are older people, only a few of them have benefitte

interest than ever before in using their
aid in the past.

d', however, is hard to predict. The
omic, Opportunity employ almost

munities, but, although a third of
from these programs.

A. LEGAL RESEARCH AND SERVICE FOR THE ELDERLY

The major 0E0 support for legal programs for the elderly has been a grant to thie
National Council of Senior Citizens. This IS financing 12 projects in different parts of the
country. the work of these projects was outlined to the U.S. Senate Special Committee on

Aging (1971a) by a project staff member as follows:

I would divide the Work of the project into three broad categories:

First, our elderly clients brought to us cases of bad administration of existing
Federal, State and local programs. These cases had to be handled as any law cases

are. We must assemble a set of facts; present them to a forum, be it an original
administrative agency, an appellate agency, or ultimately a court; and resolve the

matter by settlement or by a decision

Second, under existing law in many States and under Federal law, we have found

opportunities for improving elderly economic and social conditions by representing
the elderly in-traditionally available but hitherto unused forums. Thp goal is to
make the elderly into a vocal interest group as impressive to the rest of the
corhmuniLy and to agencies of government as. other interest groups which are
more fbviously identifiable, such.as business and labor and, may I add, the youth
and women. ThiS use of legal .research and services issimilar to that employed by
consumer groups,. but is especially addressed to elderly issues. Utility rates and
special utility services are examples of this part-of administrative law.

_

Third, where existing statutes were madeq ate, notably on the State level in many
jurisdiction, the legal research and services program has b9en available for
drafting, fihricaiid, 'indeed, lobbying of legislation in State houses, city councils.--;

and other local legislative bodies to provide new programs, improvement of old
programs, increases in benefit levels;- and the elimination of antiquated and
inefficient procedures bayinfl their.origin in statutes and ,ordinances ... likely to
be eliminated by new enactments (p. 22).

Achievements. under this program, which began in late .1968, include: helping the
elderly poor in San Fancisco to e ablish business enterprises; introducing eight bills in the
Massachusetts legitlature, ranging rom utility rate reductions- to the appointment of public
conservators; helping the elderly poor in Albuquerque to organize cooperatives ahp buying

.
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clubs and to develop employment opportunities; securing free bus service, two full days a
week:for senior citizens in a rural Kentuaky county; and securing a rent control ordinance for
the benefit of, the elderly poor in Miami, Florida (U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging,
1971a, Appendices A, B, and C; 1971b, pp. 82-83).

Lawyers employed in the 12 projects have represented the elderly in hundreds of cases
involving mentatcompetency, benefit rightr, fraud, health care andtreatment, housing, and
other problems. "f-;-----

B. PROTECTIVE SERVICES.

The National Council° on the .Aging (1968) conducted a National Institute on
Protective Services in 1968 and the published report of Institute contains guidelines
designed to help and 'incouiage communities to establish protective services programs.

.it.The Federal -Government has underwritten demonstration programs of protective
services in local public welfare agencies and in those States electing to provide social services to
the elderly pays 75 percent of the cost*of operating such programs'oria Statewide basis so that

they will be available to rural as well as urban communities (US. pepartmeot of Health,
Education, pnd Welfare, 1968). Despite this financial incentive, only abart 40 of the54 States
and Territories have provided such services through their public welfare departments.

. Both the Social Security and the Public Assistance programs have developed
adequately safeguarded procedures for making benefits or assistance payments to guardians or
other authorized persons on behalf of elderly persons who are unable to manage their many
payments. However, these arrangements cover only payments from these programs, not other
income which the elderly person may have.

To meet the broader needs of older people who need but cannot afford to pay for the
services of guardians or conservators, a' few States have enacted public guardianship and
conservatorship laws.

In a few communities, voluntary agenciesfor example the Sheltering Arms in
Houston, the Benjamin Rose Institute in Cleveland, and tbe'United Charities in Chicago
(National Coubcil on the Aging, 1968) have assumed responsibility for providing protective
services. In general, despite the shocking need for such programs, most communities leave to
chance what happens to an elderly person who gets lost, forgets to eat regularly, loses or
squanders his money, or otherwise demonstrates that he needs assistance in managing his
affairs. If his eccentric behavior sufficiently disturbs relatives or the public, he will be offered
little or no protection-against those who wish to have him locked up forever in a mental
institution.

t

C. ENFORCEMENT OF RIGHTS

The Federal Government has recognized the need to have lawyers represent clients in
hearings to determine whether their "Public Assistance paymenti should be reduced or
terminated.. Since 1969, as ong of the conditions for obtaining Federal support for Old Age
Assic,ance and other' Public Asiistance programs, States are required to pay for the cost of ti
client's attorney (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1968). It l's up to the
client, however, to request a hearing and to request that a lawyer him. and there are
undoubtedly State and local variations in the extent to which the client is helped and
encouraged to make such requests.

The Federal Government also makes it possible for people who are not satisfied with
decisions about their Old AgekAssistince or Disability Insurance payments to be represented by
lawyers in hearings and court appeals. However, the method used? allowing attorneys to retain
up to 25 percent of the past-due benefits collected subject to court approvalmakes it difficult
for older people to get lawyers to take their,cases.. Often, lawyers will delay action until the
past-due benefit stake is large enough to promise a sizeable fee if the case is won (U.S. Senate
Special Committee on Aging, 1970).

tt.
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In-many situations that confront older people, however, there is no attempt by anyone
to help them get the legal aid they need to enforce their rights. Legaliaid societies, public
defenders, and other free legal Services progrims are swamped with cases and Writhe younger
and more aggressive who are most apt to demand andget their help.

As one way of making more legal services available lo the poor, the Federal
Government, under,the Public Assistance program, has offered to;pay 75 percent of the cost of

J paying for legal aid for the elderly and others who receive Pull lid Assistance.
Often, when an older person does diet competent legal assistance, it is by Mere

happenstance. The Lake vs. Cameron case (National Coun9 in lithging,- 1966) would never
have existed had not the judge who reviewed the request fae an appal hearing happened to be
sensitized to the basic.problem. Two elderly women in Massachusetts got their rights enforced
just because they happened to get into conversation with a lawyer who had come to the Public
Welfare office on other business. He volunteered to help- them and got their request for
additional Old Age Assistance approved after it had previously beeh denied.

c ^1v

. D. LEADERSHIP OF THE LEGAL PROFESSION
r?-

The Ametrican Bar Associhtion has formed a Committee on Legal Problems of
the Aging (U.S. Senate Special Committee on Aging, 1971a, pp. 8-9) which has made
recommendations on legislatiop, on law school courses, on uniform laws, and other legal iskles.

.The Committee has also publicized the legal needs of the aging at U.S. Senate hearings and. in
other ways.

Several law schools include field work in-legal aid and other free legal services programs
as part of the training of law students. The Universities are blso giving increasing attention to
legal research and' law reform activities of benefit to the elderly. For example, Columbia
University has recently established a Center for Legal Problems of the Elderly which conducts
research and provides technical assistanse to projects that serve the elderly poor. A Fordham
University Law School project of special 'interest to the aged is designed to produce legislative
recommendations for reforming the administation of small estates (U.S. Senate Special

.Committee on Aging, 1970).
While, these and other evidences .of increased legal interest in the problems-:of the

elderly are encouraging, it remains true among lawyers, as among all oth:: segments of the
population, that the efforts to secure for.the aged "equal justice under law" dare still minimal.

I
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PART THREE: ISSUES
w I =1

.

Ie.

m the foregoing parts of the.. paper that:all.types of:Programs for
Cie elderly have certain common'denominators. Some, such as training
of such dimensions that they haire been covered in sp6cial papers as

specific needs. Other principles, problems, and activities that affect
in Part One and Part Two precedii,g. The issues rating to ham
Were selected either because they need to be considered in the

grams or because-as in the case of consumer tqction and legal
e topically-related issues precluded their consideration, in thg papers

, Is e1.

'Should 'tax funds for facilities, programs, and services be allocated in
such d way to maximike the likelihood that .Older. persons will
continue to live in their own homes as they bectime progmssively
enfeebled? Or, should major emphasis be given td the construction of
institittions with the-expectation that residence in an institution will
become the principal' living arrangement for chronically ill and
handicapped older people?

4e.

(

. 'he current trend seems to be toward greater emphasis. on institutional cal-ec There are
several reasons /for this; less manpower is required to provide health, per,sonal care, rebreational
and social seniices to feeble older' people when they are housed together. families .4.ftie infirrrk,,
elderly oftenffeel more secure abopfthh care they will receive in an institution and this feeling
is often shared by older people then Ives; the lonely 'and isolated ofSen become 'lessIves;
withdrawn/when they join others in an i itution. It is easier to obtain public for the
establishment of institutions than for ho care prograiiiLbecause`people become distressed_
when tho'se with physical or mental impairments continue to !We ir. their coMmunities.

. On the other hand, most- older people would like to live as indepeKdently is possible as
long as/possible. If eriabling them to do so is determined to be *a policy goal, it will have to he
buttressed with; an increase in supplementary services :This Would call fol-,a redirection, in
priorjty of expenditures under Medicare and Medicaid so that a larger propurtiop of.
hea*related r5.brvices are delivered to the older person in his own home. A suhtantial
net#ork bf supplementary home help, home maintenance, and personal Care services would be
required. The quality and volume of low income housing for Ow handicapped would Piave to .

be improved and increased.
, .

. ,;.i The central question is:, to what extent should indivi-ualsmhose physical or.mental
,,

conditions do not require active meflical treatment 24 hour a l'-1' supervision be give, an
effect)ve choice between services at homeand in an institution's', \

--.., 5.:cri,;:.
.

Issue 2.

C

..!
.

Should the present;Csomewhat random pattern of providing .com-
4

, .

munity health, welfare, and other seryicet to WI,' persons through a
mixture. of public, private non - profit, and commercial agencies be
maintained? Or, should more respo ability be ,eenneled int,
(1) public agencies? (2) voluntery non-profit agencii f1) the com-
mercial frimketplace?

\ , - . . ...kk.
,. ..
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The Source, of service can be controlled, to a considerable extent, by decisions about

financial support.
If public funds,were,used exclusively for public agencies, they could become the major

source of service. However, when public programs are established, certain safeguardsmust be
spelled out to assure that the program uses the taxpayer's money in the ways authorized.
Often, this makes the public agency inflexible and unresponsive to changing conditions.

Voluntary agencies have more freedom to institute changes, but itis doubtful that they
could raise enough. money through voluntary contributions to provide services on a mass basis.

If . public funds were. used to purchase services from, voluntary agencies on a scei,

copmensuratiowith; the need, the incentive of private individuals and foundations to make

volUntary contributions 'Would diminish. Nor is there any assurance that the public funds

would be adequate. Up to now public reimbursement for services' has usually amounted to less

than the cost of the service. Icax incentives have been 'given to' encourage the building of
'facilities without provision for financing the increased services which the new facilities provide.

Another, problem' is that most voluntary agencies are not designed to offer service on a mass

basis and many restrict their clientele to certain religious, ethnic, or other special groups.
Public funds cou.ld be used in either of two ways to enable commercial agencies to

,become the predominant source of service: by the direct purchase of goods and services or by
providing sufficient incomes to individual older people to enable them to make such purchases.

If public funds are paid directly to commercial concernsthe system now used to pay

r care orMedicare and Medi6id patiently in commercial facilitiesthe question arises as to
whether`it is a wise policy to use. public funds to support commercial enterprises that have no

capability of reaching an economic viability of their own. ,Using public funds to enable
individuals to make the purchases would be extremely costly and might well prove to be an
incentive for the unscrupulous To enter the market.

Public fun'8s will undoubtedly continue to be used to help support some voluntary and
commercial services as well as to finance public programs. However, if a policy is adopted

hick is deliberately designed to give preference to one avenue of service over the others, the
litical and ethical factor should be given careful consideration.

6

r"--,

Issue 3.,

Should 'the planning and coordination of health, welfare, and other
.
services for the older population be left to the voluntary, cooperative
effOrts of completely independent agencies and organizations, as is

largely the situation at the present time? Or, shOuld such responsi-
-bility ;be placed in newly created public agencies provided with
administrative authority.and adequate.financial controls?

s
If planning and coordination are entirely dependent on the voluntary action of

indepentler 'organization, agreeMents may be reached only on minor matters, since each

agency will teel obligated to assure its own survival and to protect its own special interests.
Compulsory action raises equally difficult problems since it would involve some loss of

freedom.' While public planning bodies would be subject to citizen Control through the
legi;:ative process, this is slow and cumbersome. Moreover, the public would be unlikely to be

sufficiently aware of and informed about some problems. Thus controls might be allowed to
stifle initiative and make it difficult for agencies to respond to changing conditions. -

Probably the issue should not be considered in sharp terms of volur,tary cooperation
verses compuls:.;1;. but rather in terms of a multiple approach. To some extent, this is the
present method. There are compulsory elements in the eligibility requirements far obtaining
grants and other public funds and in licensing provisions. Voluntary cooperation has resulted
in the formation of Many community planning bodies and multi-service programs. Under
either method, conformity and compliance can be obtained only if there is widespread
acceptance of the goals and objectives of the plan.
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The question is really to what extent responsibility should be diffused among the

independent organizations and whether some problems codld best be solved by the

establishment of a specific public authority with planning and coordination responsibilities.

Issue 4.FN

Should older peopleas consumers or potential consumers have a
major role in determining policies acid standards fpr facilities and
services fcr the older population? Or, shout such determination be
made by younger people? SiMilarly, should spitjal effort be made to

% recruit older personsperhaps 60 or more years lof ageto staff
facilitieS and programs for the elderly? Or, should such employment
roles be filled by younger people?

Many older people prefer some slowing down and change of pace from their busy'
preretirement years and therefore might not be sympathetic to efforts, to involve them in

polity-making and employment roles. Some people in all ...ge groups would question the
employment of older people in programs for the aging becauseiof fear that this might lower ,

the quality of services. With the rapid advapces that have been made in knowledge and
technology, younger, people, whose education has embraced the latest concepts and most
recently developed approaches, maybe better prepared than older people to gie,high quality
services.

On the other hand, a great many older people would like to continue to be as active as
possible. They represent an untapped reservoir- of needed manpower. Their accumulated
wisdom and exx)erience, as well as their greater awareness of the problems of the aged, might
mean that the ouality of services to the aged would be improved.

There arulso differences of opinion.about whether giving older people a bigger role in
programs for the aging might accelerate the tendency to segregate the elderly from the
mainstream of life.

If a policy of involving more older people in programs that serve- the elderly'were
adopted, measures to prevent age discrimination and to convince employers of the advantages
of hiring older people would need to be strengthened. It might also be necessary to provide tax
and other financial incentives to organizations that 'offer opportunities-to older people to

r participate in policy-making and to serve on their staffs. ,

Issue 5.

Should separate facilities, programs, and services be provided for the
older population? Or, should older people be served by facilities and

J

programs established for persons of all ages?

This question arises because of the rather widespread feeling that, in programs serving
all age groups, the elderly receive' less than their fair share of the_ available .resources, that
personnel find it more satisfying to work with younger rather tan older people and therefore
devote more attention to the young, and that organizations do not take the special. needs of
the "elderly into consideration when they are developing plans, policies, and procedures.

When the elderly are serve by special facilities, programs, and services, staff can be
selected and trained so that they have special competency. They devote their entire time to
older people. Policies and procedures are geared torthe needs, attitudes, and behavior of the
elderly. There is no danger that funds which should be invested in meeting the needs of the
aged will be deflected to other groups. The main problem about this approach is that of
securing adequate resources. Unless the physical atmosphere and the quality and volume of
service are at least commensurate with what is given tr )ther age groups, segregated programs
become second-rate programs.
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If it is decided that programs which serve all age groups are likely to have more
adequate resourcesecertain safeguards would need to be established to assure that this method,
too, did not result in second-rate service. There are various ways this might be.done. Financial
support could be made' contingent upon some formula which assures equitable distribution of.
services. Programs could be reviewed by outside investigators to assure that there is an
equitable balance. Monitoring units could be set up within the program to assure that staff is
responding suitably to the special needs of the elderly. In-service training and other methods
could be used to sensitize staff to the problems of older people and to increase their
competency.in dealing with them.

Attitudes of the elderly and of those who support and administer the programs they
need must be considered in resolving this issue. Many older people would resent being set apart
from other age groups. On the other hand, many people who,suppoyt and administer general

....iprograms would resist making the adjustments in financing, policies and procedur5s that viould
6S-sure the aged.of receiving adequate services from them.

Should 'primary reliance fof consumer prolection be placed upon
consumers themselves; upon self-policing by industry, business, and

the professions; or upon governmental controls?

Caveat Emptorlet the buyer bewarehas been the philosophy that has traditionally
governed the operation of the marketplace. If the mousetrap ,is good, customers will beat a
path to its maker; if bad, consumers will drive it off the market by their refusal to buy. Both
consumers and providers are left entirely free to act in whatever way they believe will Kest
serve their interests.

Many people believe that, even in our complex society, this is 'still the best system.
They recognize, however, that in order for it to work under present condition's, positive
actions must be taken to help consumers use their oower of choice more effectively. Measures
that have been proposed include the development of strong consumer education programs and
the use of more informative lnd understandable facts on labels and packages. Some also
advocate legislation which would enable consumers as a class to bring suits against producers
and sellers who have di.sregarded consumer interests. At present, the high cost of legal action
defers many individual consumers from seeking redress in the courts.

Those who would like to see more emphasis placed on self-policipg by the providers of
goods and services present such arguments as these: Even the best informed consumer cannot
always evaluate the relative merits of modern goods and services since the knowledge required
to do so is often highly technical and specialized. In some places, there is only one source of
supply for a particular product or service. Our economy no longer operates on a highly
competitive basis; most providers offer similar quality s similar cost.

Advocates of stronger-self-policing measures would rely primarily upon mechanisms set
up by trade associations, professional societies, chambers of commerce, etc., whereby
representatives of their members establish quality criteria and set guidelines for prices and fees.
By widely publicizing the recommended standards and charges, these self-policing bodies
would not only enable consumers to demand them, but would also impel providers to observe
them. This approach, the, believe, would preserve the freedom of the private entrepreneur and
build upon the desire of the vast majority of them to serve the consumer well.

Advocates* of more governmental controls believe that our economy has become so
complex and interdependent that neither competition nor voluntary self-policing can offer
adequate protectiorrto the consumer. They note, for example, that the foi-ces of inflation have
sometimes proved too strong to becurbed by any type of non-governniental action. They also
point out that, in programs such as Medicare and Medicaid, where emphasis bas been placed on
self-policing methods, inferior services and facilities, and exorbitant charges continue to be a
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probleni. Competition, they say, too often results in .American companies selling their
products at low prices abroad while retaining high prices here at home.

Measures that have b6en proposed that reflect this viewpoint include using wage and
price controls to curb inflation; making it mandatory for trades and professions to establish
criteria and *cost guidelines for goods and services purchased with publio funds and requiring
compliance with them; and enactment of other., legisla ion which would' place primary
emphasis upon the interests of consumers and increase the enforcement powertt- of the
government. Proponents of such measures recognize that they would place additional restraints
upon our free enterprise system but believe that they are justified as a means of creating an
equitable balance of power between consumers and_tharproviders of goods and services.

These various proposals are not mutually exclusive. Almost everyone, for example, sees
the need for more consumer education and for some type of consumer legislation. The real
issue is one of emphasis and priorities. Thoseho are concerned about the problerris of-elderly
consumers need' to agree upon what problems are most serious and what measures are most
likely to alleviate them so that they can exert maximum pressure to get the actions they
consider most important.

Issue Z

Is a central consumer agency needed at the Federal level or could the
interests of elderly consumers be better set'Aied by strengthening the
powers and responsibilities of existing Federal agencies?

Those who favor a centralized agency believe that under the present system, in which
rriany Federal agencies share responsibility for protection of consumer interests, little attention
is given to the 'special needs. of the elderly. A central agency, they believe, would be more

, likely to conduct research; informational, and protection activities for the aging. A central
agency could also take a more coordinated and comprehensive approach to the problem,
eliminating the gaps and duplication which characterize present programs.

Opponents of this view believe that, since all of the Federal agencies involved in
consumer protection have special competencies for dealing With consumer problems in their
own fields, they can do a better job than,could a single agency that tried to 'cover all fields.
They advocate financial, enforcement, and other measures to strengthen the consumer
programs within existing agencies as the best way of helping the elder,ly. as well as all other
consumers.

Related tb this issue are the organizational problems of setting up a consumer agency
and determining whether it would be most effective if it were an independent agency or a part
of the Office of the President or the Federal Trade Commission. There is also the question of
what provisions could be ,..ade, either in existing programs or in a centralized program,, to
assure coordination of activities and adequate focus on the special needs of the elderly.

lssu 8.

Should public, policy authorizing, intervention in the personal and
lojierty. affairs of the aging alleged to be unable to manage their
affairs be improved to better serve older people? Or, should such
persons be free to manage their own affairs?

The justification for intervention in the affairs of the elderly is based upon the
long-standing principle of governmental responsibility for protecting the person and property
of the individual. The law steps in to protect when a person ha4ecome a danger to himself or
to the community. The law also protects property when the owner is incapable of protecting it
himself. The legal devices used are guardianship of the person and conservatorship, of the
property.
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Because of growing evidence of the abuse of these legal measures, some people believe
that non-coercive measures should replace them. They would place greater emphasis on the use
of voluntary commitment procedures and on the development of protective and supportive
services. They believe that many elderly persons would use such services voluntarily and that
those who were too confused to do so should have such services ordered for them through
administrative or judicial procedures instead of being committed to a mental institution.
Criminal or other legal procedures, they say, could be relied upon tocprotect the older person
from those who would take advantage of his mental incompetency. They think that the danger

of an Solder person squandering his property-himself or doing harm to himself or others is less
than the danger ,of his being unjustly deprived of his freedom, as he often is under present

practices.
Opponents of this view advocate reforms in the present system. They -suggest, for

example, that the appointment of public guardians and conservators, under the supervision of
courts or private agencies, should be considered as a means of eliminating or minimizing the
cost of such services. They also advocate more homemaker and other supportive services for
those who need but cannot afford such services. This would reduce the incentive for relatives,
to use commitment procedures as a means of getting supervision and care for older people.

Whichever approach is taken, the goal is to find ways of assuring the elderly person a
maximum amount of freedom and yet protect him from conduct that would be injurious to
himself or to the public.

Issue 9.

Should public policy allow differentiation in_treatment of the aging
on the basis of age in the areas of: employment, retirement, pension

--plans, Social Security benefits, licensing, insurance, housing, credit,
taxation, and consumer protection?

At present, age is the determining factorin the enjoyment or denial of many rights.
For example, a person may be deprived of his employment by compulsory retirement
provisions. How much a person can earn without having his Social Security payments reduced
is also determined by age. Requirements for obtaining driver's afnd other licenses and
provisions of insurance policies also have -age factors. Age sometimes determine whether a
person is eligiblejor low cost housing.

Obviously, if all age factors were eliminated, older people would lose many of the
benefits they now enjoy. The problem is one of identifying the areas in which age should not

, be the determining factor. Each age-related area should be analyzed to see whether age alone is a

sufficient basis for denying older people the rights enjoyed by other age groups. This calls

for a review not only of public benefit and taxation programs, but also of the private sector in
such areas as housing, union membership, banking practices, and insurance eligibility.

Issue 10.

How do we ensure that State laws governing the administration of
facilities, programs, and services are fair to older people? And, how
do we ensure that the elderly poor have access to legal services of the
same scope and quality as 'are available to those who can afford
them? .

In Part One it is stated that there is increasing recognition of: (a) the need of the poor
elderly for legal services and (b) the need for. greater equity and uniformity of State laws
concerning the administration of programs for all older people. With respect to the latter (b), it
was noted that a person may be eligible for Medicaid in one State, ineligible in another. There
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are also variations in some policies, procedures, and services of local agencies that administer
State-aided programs and States often lack laws to control this.

If it is agreed that more uniform and more comprehensive State legislation is desirable,
consideration needs to be g yen to how this can best be obtained. Should the initiative be left
entirely to the separate States? Should the Federal Government make the improvement of
State legislation a requirement for receiving Federal grants-in-aid to States and communities?
Should model laws be developed as guides to States and-if so, should the responsibility for
developing them rest with voluntary agencies, universities, the Federal Government, or where?

With regard to (a) above, it is known that free legal services have given the elderly poor
far I6s service, in proportion to the needs and numbers, than they have given to other age
groups. The legal services programs of the Office of Economic Opportunity, legal aid societies,
public defenders, and other traditional programs of free legal 'services not only tend to
represent younger' clients, but also, devote little effori to obtaining remedial legislation and
other reforfns in fields that concern the elderly.

Additional financial support and -direction is clearly needed in order for the elderly
poor to receive appropriate attention. The question is: who is to-provide the needed funding?
Traditionally, free legal services have been supported from'State and community resources, but
until the advent of the Federally - aided 0E0 programs, such services were either non-existent
or minimal in most places. DoeS this indicate that the Federal Government should take the
initiative in the further expansion of free legal services programs and if so,should a portion of
the funds be earmarked for services to the aged? Or, in view of the current interest in Federal
avenue sharing, should more relince be placed on States and communities to build up
adequate programs that give appropriate attention to the legal needs of the elderly?

tr U. S. GOVERNMENT PRIN1ING 01;1,10E : 1971 0 482.187 (30431/
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